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"While this, through the technicalities of too law, is nut a legal
acquittal, morally it is such," Ar
DuoKlu said in discussing' Um jury's
inability to uureo.
Aruckle. Viiki charged with hnv
iiie minded a lalal injury on Miss
a motion picture
Virginia
a'etiesa, during a party in his rooms
in the Hotel fel. ! runcis on the
o Iseptemuer ii.
"ino undisputed ami uncontradicted testimony established Witt
my only connection with this sad
aiiair was one ot a merciful service
and the fact that ordinary human
.Kindness snould have brought upon
me this trageuy has seemed a cruel
wrong," his statement continued.
"1 have sought to bring Joy and
gladness and merriment into the
world and why this great misfortune should have fallen on ma la n
mystery that only God can, und
will, some day reveal."
After stating that he rested his
cause "in divine justice and the
confidence of the fairness of the
American
people," Arbuckle con- -
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Two Wives Divinely Happy With
One Man 1 ill Police Interfere
I

opinion on the matter of continued
uuioting ana euen answered emphatically ihut it would be impossible to reacn a verdict.
itnlield.
Statements
The memuera of tlie jury refused
to niuko statements 01 any kind ue- After!
foro leaving the building.
reporting to the court tuey werei1
ebeoi'teu to a side street by depu-ties sneriff and tuK.cn to tueir;
let
homed in automobiles,
it be known later tnat lie expected
to maHQ a statement, aceoruing to
Uavin AlejN'ao, cluei defense coun-

Dally

CITY

Washington, Dec. 4 (by tho Asconsociated I'rcflj.) Tho arm
ference is In recess until Wednes- nay, oui lor most or uw ucitittt-'there is no rest from "informal
consultations," in which individuals and small groups exchange
views on important phases.
These interviews now are concerned chiefly with collateral elements o tho Nitration, while progress on naval ratio awaits word
from Tokio. Far Eastern discus
sions are to he resumed ny in
committee of the v.hole but it mny
bo late in tne week noiore - tue
Japanese have received instructions warranting a further Btep in
naval exchanges.
Like deliberations of the lessor
group;:, the stnte. of affairs on tho
naval ratio remains secret. Kveii
seme delegates are ignorant of
what is in tho minds of the naval
"Tlis Three"
Hushes, Balfour and
Kato.
Delay Is Kxplalmnl.
Delay in carrying forward the
naval discussions in explained bv
iho tIme squired for tho Japanese
delegates to communicate, with To-f1;,0 ,,g w,n aa ,,y tho lmp01.tnnce
wi,c the Japanese attach to thirt
rUlf,p of f ho WKOtatona. It is said
,n Japflnese c.irele3 that tho horai
offi(,1lIn doubtlev, wiH not dosIr
to forwa,.d n definite statement
,
canvassed sentiment
ti,

(Uy The Awiehitcd
Prp.)
Chicago, Dee. 4. Koports to the

ifTifrrasj

railroad labor, hoard shows steadily
improving conditions
among tho
l ailroads,
H. W. Hooper, vice chairman of the board, said In a statement tonight. Il8 pointed out that
the board's decision not to consider
wago reductions fof any class of
employes until working rules for
the eifiss had Iveen disposed of, had
not delayed consideration of wage
disputes on any railroad or for any
el.iss of employes.
His statement
said;
"Tlie railroad situation is mora
oomiiicive to optimism than it has
bet u lor many months.
Abseneu
u any .serious general labor disturbance, combined with the disposition of tho carriers to muke voluntary reductions in freight rates
will Imlh contribute to tho restoration of sound bustness conditions.
Cordial
"Tho labor
ourd receives evidence every day of the more cordial
of tlie carriers
ami the employes in carrying out
ho transportation
act. Another
gratifying feature is that the public, is manifesting an awakened interest in the work c.f the board.
"Misleading statements that hnvo
been fed to tlie public in regard to
the alleged methods employed to
avert the recently threatened strike

Left to right: Marjorie Lonpr, the second wife; Willanl Long, the double husband; Mary Lee Long, the lirst
wile, and Clara Lee Long, daughter of the lirst marriage.
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Louisville, Ky., Dec. 4 (Special). to arrest Marjorie
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double grounds and tho juvenile court de- - Lee's spirit" went on to say nil
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to
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a
court of inolitthat they regarded tho final
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second
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said, however,
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.:, through the
Nearly
that tho question of forMfl- - 8, us the first step in the series of .flames swept ranidly
In a statement following the
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of legislative
confront tilt.'
.Meetings are being held through
Far Bart bore a elmo meetings which
BEG
section, wrecking the members, whilepolicy
resemble
tho business
pards' Irish unity o fundamental relation inthe
of lesser out Texas, under auspices of the
."cores
"jury's return, Arbuckle declared
the minds of Japan to phases of an old timo party caucus. building in which it originated, de- - matters will be
and was firm that no proposal
one of tho five women jurors had
pressed.
league, for the purpose of familiariitvtiifii.it j,uui;,v (i,iu, uiereioiu, li,' The next step in the preliminary ftroying a drug r.'oi-end several
aimed nt securing Ulsters assent concrete
President Harding plans to de- izing tlie citizens with the law and
prevented hia acquittal "because
question of how many maneuvering, was taken on Novem- - office buildings. Then they jump-be- r liver his message
should prove a possiblo permanent
Probshe refused to ullow her fellow
to
create favorable Interest. MeetTuesday.
capital warships Is to be allotted.
15, when the precinct proposil- - ed across tho street and destroyed ably for the first time in American
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opinion
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be
reason with her and would not give
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it will
result,
their county seat .ind selected ing to two general r.iereanlile, history
the commentators, will be to throw CALLING CARDS ARE A
members of an international conany reason for her attitude." He
throe delegates to represent them firms. Two lumberyards only 200 ference. Many arms delegates aro and other cities. Meetings beforo
the onus of the collapse on the slnn
did not name the juror.
labor, civic and commercial bodies
FAD AMONG SOLDIERS at tho state party proposal meet-- ! yards from the fire, were saved by expected to attend,
District Attorney Brady said that Faces Two
in principal cities are to bo held
Rob- on
of
Charges,
the
fire
the
work
lngs.
bard
part
It
that
Arbucklo had been given "a fair
appeared Highly probable
during the next tlireo months.
These
state
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A number of
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no
lawyers
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the
before
the
consideration
assumed
negotiations
ho
Mail
and
Car
and honest trial" and complimentgiven
The Industrial Equity League of
(By Tim Asrnielxtert l"risO
bing a
meet in separate conventions hero who had offices in the buildings
naval supply bill until some indi- Texas i,s an organization
started that British law must be
ed thQ jurors who held out for conn.u
Coblenz, Dec. 4. Engraved callcomposed
6, at 11 o'clock, for the stroyed, lost their libraries,
of probable results of
is
cation
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sought ing cards are a late fad
leillUl iIU flUU
and
viction as "having courage
solIl5ailliy maintained and authority
anil employes alike
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About fifty enlisted men, of the of the arms conference, while that whoemployers
Ho was not in
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for drastic action. Meanwhile dom- diers of the American forces in purpose of naming their proposed
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interested
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Defense.
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ofMay.
United States army, under enm- dealing with army funds is siuted
party candidates for all slate
inance in tho Irish administration Germany. Nearly every soldier has fiees
court when the jury reported.
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Ariz.,
jsnouid tncre no mont in fighting the flames.
extension of the cards with their home address in a,party piatiorms.
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Insurance men tnniehr estimated
minority faction in any
Pnnama canal tolls and funding
guilty upon tho evidence presented. ber, is scheduled to go on trial in truce.
tho United
law. Governor Allen
States, particularly partes, this action has the right the total damage at $250,,00.
of the allied debt are two other
In my opinion the disagreement tho United States district court hero
which
in
those who arc planning to return to
has been
effect for
aid.
propose its own minority candimeasures which appear to be linked
does not vindicato
Hoscoe Ar- tomorrow on two
to America within the next few dates.
two years past. This law, he
He' is WOMAN JAILER USES
Independent candidates may
up with tho arms conference inso
bucklo. A vindication could come charged with havingcharges.
takes
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Unitthe
robbed
man'i
a
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indiaway
working
race
also
enter
the
by filing
far as debate is concerned.
.
A hundred cards and plate, at vidual
only after a quick, unanimous ver- ed States mail car at Maricopa,
FORCE IF NECESSARY
with the secretary
This congress is the first to deal right lo strike.
APPLY F
dict. It was my duty to present forty miles south of here, early in
the present rate of exchange of the of slate.petitions
Willi tho governments expenditures
TO CONTROL CHARGES dollar for the mark, costs the solthe facts to a jury. This I have November and with having atIn the event that any party proin budget form. The house and its
done, though opposed by wealth, tempted to rob a mail car here on
dier about B0 or 60 cents in Coblenz poses a minority and majority canUSEFULNESS OF THE
appropriations committee will take
power and influence.
(IJ.v The Aseni'lntrd rrciw.)
November 15, when ho was cap
station, ry shops.
be indeor
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there
didate,
the combined supply bill Willi
up
LEAGUE OF NATIONS
"The court has set January 9 as tured.
San Aligeio, Texas, Dec. 4.
TO the expectation, it was said, of havfor an offico
pendent candidates
tho date for a
and I will be
William If. Sawtelle, who Kindness toward prisoners is shown
tho party candidate for the stato
Judge
IS PROVEN, CLAIMS
senate
to
the
items
ail
of
its
ing
will preside over Gardner's trial, is by Mrs. Put Conway, Jailer of tho
ready at that time to proceed."
election will be chosen at the party
by April H.
Look Haggard and Worn,
expected to rule tomorrow on a re- Tom ureen county jail in San
election the fourth Tuesto
primary
deal
is
Mr.
PresB.)
expected
Harding
(llj The
The members of the jury looked quest of Thomas A. Flynn, United
but Mrs. Conway uses force,
day of next March. Should there
with the tariff and also may disHorn", Dec. 4. Sir Eric Drutn-liiohaggard and worn when they filed .States district attorney, who asked if necessary, to control her charges.
bo a majority and minority candiof
cuss
the
merchant
secretary-generof tho
requirements
court room, over that Gardner bo- tried on bothiyiie is tho only, woman jailer in
into tho little
date proposed for governor, the
marine and funding of the allied lenmti) of nations, addressing thu
which a deep hush had nettled', and charges simultaneously.
Mr; Flynn Texas, so far as known, and one
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standard
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minority
debt.
Press club today, declared .that
took their seata. The foreman, niado tho request when Gardner of the few, if not the only woman
the party candidato at the next
Innuirles Into the railroad and the league was still in existeneo
August Fritze, informed thj court was arraigned m tederai court utter Jailor in the country.
election in two Result of the Rhodes Schol- agricultural problems have been and
succeeding
primary
that its usefulness had been
For more than twelvo years, Mrs.
"it is physically and morally im- he had been indicted. Tho defense
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according
expected,
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All Union men and women, your friends and families, are
requested to lie consistent. Patronize Home Industry. Boost for
Albuquerque. Demand tlm Union Ijibcl on nil commodities you
purchase whenever possible. Tho following business Interests of
our city solicit your support of Organized Labor and arc recommended by the Central Labor Union.
Automobiles,
Garages, Tlrcf Gas nnd Electric Companies
and Accessories.
Albuquerque Gas & Electric
Company.
Qulckel's Auto and Supply
Nash Electrical Sujiply ComCompany.
pany.
White Garage.
Arno Hunlng Electric ComThe Cooper Motor Company.
pany.
Morrow Auto Company.
Hardware Dealers.
Joyce Battery Company.
Raabe & Mauger.
Auctioneer.
Jewelers.
I. li. Gober.
Wiseman's Watch and Clock
'
Shop.
Automobile Tires and
Gottlieb & Beer.
Vulcanizing.
Fogg, tha Jeweler.
Highland Tire and Itubber.
Laundries.
Works.
Excelsior Soft Water Laundry
Banks,
The Imperial Laundry Co.
Citizens National Bank.
Loan and Mortgngo
First National Bank
Coniiiiiilcs.
,
State National Bank.
Nf. M. Loan &
Mortgage ComBuilding Materials.
pany.
P. O. Sorenaon Company.
Optometrist.
C.
H. Carnes.
Bakeries.
Erwood Bakery-UnioPhotographers.
Manna & Hanna.
Bakery.
IjumlH'r Companies.
Pioneer Bakery.
Albuquerquo Lumber Co.
Bottling Works.
Coal Supply & Lumber Co.
The Coyote Mineral Water
Real Estate.
Company.
Gober, Short & Gober.
Coco-Col- a
Bottling Company
Undertakers.
Bicycles and Repairs.
Strong Bros.
Harry T. Johnson.
Fred Cro.llott.
C. T. French.
Cafes, Cafeterias and
Shoo Stores.
Restaurants.
,
Chaplin's Shoe Store.
Liberty Cafe, No. 2.
C.
Cafeteria.
May.
Bracy's
Manufacturers' Sale Shot
Coal Companies.
Store.
New State Coal Company.
Kahn's Stores.
Aztec Fuel Company.
J, C. Penney Company,
Coal Supply & Lumber ComTailors.
pany.
& Meyer.
Gents'
and
Clothing
Monument Works.
Furnishings.
Monument
G. E.
Fletcher
B. L. Washburn Company,
Works.
Meyer & Meyev
Music Companies.
Eubank Bros
New Mexico Phonograph Co
J. C. Penney Company.
A. I Reidllng Music Co.
Kahn's Stores.
Geo. C. Scheer Furniture Co
Rosenwald Bros.
Milk Dealers.
A. Michael.
Albuquerque .Dairy Association.
Drug Stores.
Manufacturers.
Alvarado Pharmacy.
Gill
Piston Rings.
Store.
Butt's Drug
and Storage.
Transfer
Department Stores,
Brown's Transfer and StorX C. Penney Company.
age.
Kahn's Stores,
Faint and Glass
Hosenwald Bros
Companies.
Klstler, CoIlUter & Company
Albuquerque Paint and Glas;
Cleaners
and Dyers.
Dry
Company.
Dry Cleaners.
Empire
Plumbing and Heating
VV. S. Meadows.
Companies.
M. J. O'Fallon Supply Co.
Furniture Stores.
Wholesale and Retail
H. Livingston Furniture Co.
Gardners.
Geo. C. Scheer Furniture Co.
Blueher's Gardens, Inc., Ok"
Bros.
Strong
1m.
Co.
Gober Furniture
Albuquerque.
J.
Wall Pnpcr.
Flour and Feed Mills.
Paint & Glass
Albuquerque
Mills.
48th Star
Company.
Florist.
Albuquerque Greenhouse.
Groceries and Provision
The Highland Cash s Carry
Grocery.
Store.
Standard Cash Grocery.
American Grocery and Meat
Market, Old Albuquerque.
Charles Mann, Old Albuquer-- ;
f
An a
que.
E? S causing,
A. & P. Meat Market.
WM
BN,1
A. Michael.
A. S. Gann Grocery.
formntloa
Broadway Central Grocery.
Lathim's Cash and Carry.
In pursuance of the movement which has for Its purpose
the urging of working people to give their combined supjiort to
all reliable firms that have shown a friendly attitude toward
the cause of labor, there will be found a directory of enterprises that we feel can be endorsed from a labor standpoint
and are, therefore, justly entitled to our good will and united
It does not necessarily follow that concerns which
may not be here represented are unfair; nevertheless those listed in this ad have demonstrated their friendliness In various
ways, and, other things being equal, they are deserving of your
earnest support and
'
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With Special Holiday Designs Must
be ordered SOON. See our Samples
an excellent tine. Orders for Encan be
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graved Greeting
placed for only a few more days.

Folders
Blotters
Checks

Albright & Anderson,
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C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCITAB
HEFRACTKIN
107 S. Fourth.
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The most thoroughly equipped
and best conducted business training school in the southwest.
Enroll
for a course Morning,
Oct, 17 Million Jm, (W
Afternoon
and
Classes.
Night
Personal
and class instruction.
HAD KIDNEY TROUBLE TEN Special attention given backward
students.
Private Department in
YEARS.
Don't give up hope if you are suf. our Evening School.
Graduates
for
rheumatllc
from
backache,
positions;
fering
pains, stiff, swollen joints, always
Positions for graduates.
In
tired feeling, pains
groin and
muscles or other symptoms of kidT.
R. F. D.
J.
trouble.
Osborn,
ney
"I Wind Shield Glass-Lumbe- r
No. 1, Lucasvllle, O., writes.
10
trouble
for
had kidney,
J. O. BAI.DH!. E IX'Mltl lt CO.
years.
42t South Hrt Street.
I tried all kinds of kidney remedies
Phonr 402
but they did me no good. I took
Pills
one bottle of Foley Kidney
and they helped me so much I am
well now." Sold everywhere.

VapoRub
fog

Additional

Hundred

As a preventive, melt and In.
hale night and morning
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FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
OFFICE

LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE
42

GLASS, PAINT,
CEMENT. PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY

MOUTH
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"Existing Strength" Clause
half relieious, half miliof Hughes' PrOposal service,more
than 1,000 persons totary,
Seized Upon as a Basis night paid tribute to the memory
Whit-- I
of'
Claims.

Washington, Dec.
(by the Associated Press.) Examination of
memoranda submitted by Japanese
with
experts during conteruncos
American olt'icers on the naval ratio problem snows that iho Japanese seized on "the
existing
of
strength ' clause
as
a
basis
lor asliugnes' proposal
serting ciaims to at .least seventy
iiuvui
American
per cent of

itrengtli.

Tt.e Japanese proposition' was
presented m ttiree taulci ot comparison in none o which was allowance iiiauo tor any snip under
construction November it, except
the Japanese
Mutsu,
battleship
rated by the Japanese as completed
and by the American experts as US
per cent complete.
"According to any of the three
calculations, the existing strength
ot the Japanese navy amounts to
about 7 per cent of the American
i.avy," the Japanese communication
tho lirm
said, "it is, therefore,
conviction of the Japanese experts
least 70
at
that Japan should have
per cent of the navy compared with
America's 100 per cent."
The Japanese experts were verbally informed that the United States
not
discuss
"existing
could
of the Japstrength" on tho basisDiscussion
beanese construction.
tween the exjierts ended there.
Table one sets out a comparison
and
based on
dreadnaughts of each power. It
loliows:
classificae
United
tion, at! ships; 7S,3!)0 tons; 100
per cent. American classification,
6i ships;
77,135 tons; 100 per
cent.
Japan Japanese classification,
25 ships; 050,250 tons; "ti per cent.
25 ships;
American classification,
04!),l!lll tons; (19 per cent.
If battleships of over
Kemarks;
twenty years are eliminated in accordance with original proposal,
the Japanese percentage will be
(IS per cent.
naval
Table two
compared
strength on the basis of
States-Japanes-

tlosey, commander of the famous
"Lost Battalion," who disappeared
from a vessel bound for Havana a
week ugo today.
"His death was a battle casualty. The sears of conflict or the
wounds of battle are not always of
the flesh. We of the regular army
have seen too often the results ol
mental Btrain."
Such, with a few words to illustrate Colonel Whittlesey's sensitive
nature, which he said Bhrank from
the. harrowing remembrance in
which he had played bo heroic a
part, was tho eulogy of Colonel N.
K. Averlll, commander
of the
308th infantry.
He told how Colonel Whittlesey
won fame by telling the Germans
to "go to hell" and of the emotional .torture he endured while
watching his men slowly periHb
from hunger, thifst 'and their
wounds. Continuation of the sam
mental suffering. ginc .tho w.v.
through ministering to Buffering
survivors, he said, hastened the
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Princess Marv was
MORSE WILL SAIL FOR
old last April,
UNITED STATES TODAY years
thirty-nin- e
years old
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ARMIES AMD NAVIES
MUST BE LIMITED, IS
T.
VIEW

(By The Aanol:i(eil Press.)

Lincoln, Neb., Dec. 4. Acting on
an opinion by City Attorney Peterson that the legislative net legalizing bouts in Nebraska will permit
the holding them In Lincoln
of a municipal law to tho
contrary, providing the city council by a majority gives its consent,
the local American legion post
announced it will hold four
bouts January 17. Pronioters 'of
the match say they have assurances a majority of the council favors
The principals in the
boxing.
matches have not been announced.
y

STRIKE IS AVEUTF.D.
Austin, Minn., Dec. 4. Clarence
Nockleby, president of the local
Meat Cotters ami
Amalgamated
Butcher Workmen's
union, announced that there would be nr)
strike at the George A. Hormel &
Co. packing plant here tomorrow.
A contemplated
wage reduction at
the plant will not go info 'effect toanofficials
morrow, company
nounced today and this will avert
a strike at the plant, where 1,000
men are employed.

HOLLAND CYCLIST
IS "DARK HORSE"
RACE
IN
SIX-DA-
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Buick Service
Costs Less Here

Regular equipment includes
grease system and cord tires.

McCOLLOUGH-BUIC- K
Fifth and Gold.

VI'
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Pete Van Ke'mpen.
Pete Van Kempen of Holland Is
ona of the foreign bicycle racers
entered in the
y
race in New
six-da-

and is regarded
York, Dec.5-10- ,
as one of the "dark horses" in tha
event He was one of .the contestants last year and electrified the
fans with his sprinting.
TREATY IS SIGNED.
Berne, Switzerland, Dec. 4.
Germany and Switzerland have
signed a treaty of arbitration, un
der which each country is compelled to submit almost all questions in dispute between them to

CO.

When Better Automobiles .Are Built, Buick
Will Build Them.

CHILD "ALMOST1 STHAXGLIID.
Mrs. O. Grab, 3111! Washington
New Orleans, La., writes:
"My child had a cough so bad she
would almost
strangle coughing.
F:!ey.'s Honey and Tar relieved her
cough, ana l" recommend it to any
mother."
Foley's Honey and Tar
gets right at the seat of trouble,
clears nose and throat of mucus,
heals raw and inflamed Rurfaces,
loosens tightness of the chest and
checks croup, whooping cough,
bronchial and "flu" coughs. Sold
everywhere.
Ave.,

Phone 1200

iU

i

Ill

WW

c.

r. a.

PRO LAW REGARDED
BY MANY AS A JOKE
SAYS
COMMISSIONER
(By The Ansoclated PreM.)

of

Washington, Dec. 4. Apathy of
many citizens was blamed as a
force preventing a better articulation of the prohibition law by Prohibition Commissioner Haynes in
an address today before delegates
n
of the
league convention.
"Rome seem to have the opinion," he said, "that the government
is not serious, that the law is a
joke, and that people prefer a
laugh to a law. It is a strange
sense of humor, when we laugh at
tho constitution."
Silence by "the great law abiding
and
majority of our
people," ho declared, was sometimes misinterpreted by newspaper
men and public officials as either
disinterestedness or disapproval of

tho Hospital for Joint Diseases,
where Dr. Adolpu Lorenz, Viennese
surgeon, ban been treating crippled
children, will hold a special meeting tomorrow, it was learned
to decide whether his clinics
shall be discontinued.
This action was decided upon, it
was said, as a result of complaints
that fees had been asked of poor
peiv.una who had taken their children to a free clinic. .Several trustees demanded an explanation from
Ir. Henry V. Frauenthal, surgenn-in-ehlof tho hospital, of further
complaints that those who could
wore examined by Dr.
5100
pay
Lorenz in Dr. Fraueutiial's office,
in West Fifty-nint- h
street, while
less fortunate ones stood in line
outside tho clinic in all kinds of the law.
weather.
Dr. Frauenthal said his office
nurso and secretary had accepted
of $100 from each patient examined privately in his offieo by
Dr. Lorenz, but that he would discontinue the use of hi office for
private examinations. Ho added ho
would attend tho trustees' meeting
tomorrow. to defend his actions,
but he said he feared tho clinics
would bo discontinued.
Dr. Frauenthal raid all the
money collected at his office or at
the hospital had been turned over
to Anton Wehl, who has charge of
the famous BurReon's finances. Mr.
Weill said ho had deposited the
money In two bank accounts. One,
he explained, was to cover Dr.
f&
expenses and tho other for
the suffering' children of Vienna.
Neither he nor Dr. Ijorenz approved of or knew that money was being: demanded at what was believed
to bo a free clinic, ho said.
Dr. L,nren?i said he knew nothing
about the financial arrangements,
having left them entirely in the
hand9 of "the hospital people."
Anti-saloo-

ef

1

.

flnation
for smallpox
here
aich will affect more than 150,000
Tho
affects
order
schools,
persons.
industrial plants, business houses,
hotels, rooming houses and other
Institutions.
.The Burlington railroad, it was
said today, has already ordered
vaccination of its 10,000 employes
in tho western division. Hitter opposition to the order has manifested Itself in certain quarters and
both sides declare they will go into
court upon the matter. Vaccination will Btart in five schools Monday, Dr. Pinto said tonight.

to use better cooking fat. No
matter how carefully you measure
your ingredients, and mix them, your
cakes will fall short of complete
success, unless they are made with
rich, fresh, wholesome shortening.
Try Crtsco in this recipe
WHITE FIG CAKE
Jfj cupful Crisco
1
cupful sugar
cupful milk
14 cupfuls flour
2
4
6
3

tcaspoonful salt
tcaspoonfuls baking powder
egc whites ,
figs

tablcipoonfuls sugar

ESCAPED CONVICT IS
ARRESTED IN IOWA

Brat the Crisco to 1 cream and gradually btat
in the sugar; sift together the flour, salt and
baking powder, and add to the Crisco mixture,

(By Tli Aasociutcd Pros.)
Lincoln, Neb., Dec. 4. Warden
Fenton, of the Nebraska penitentiary, waa advised today by the
sheriff at Tipton, la., that Hugh
O. Marsh, a convict who escape!
from the prison last August, wus
undor arrest in tho Iowa town and
intimated that the Nebraska authorities can havo him. Marsh
was serving an indeterminate term
for assault, and was acting as a
trusty when he escaped.

alternately, with the mrlk, lastly, add the whites
of eggs beaten very light and beat vigorously.'
Bake in two small layer-ca- ke
pans about fifteen
minutes. Cook five or six figs in boiling water
until the figs are tender and the water well evaporated; chop fine, add three tablespoonfuls sugar
and stir until boiling, then use as a filling beMix a cupful and a half
tween the two layers.
of sifted confectioner's sugar with a little boiling
water (about three tablcipoonfuls) and half a
tcaspoonful of orange
extract and spread
over the top of the
cake.

MARK PLANS FOH STltlKE.
Wichita, Kans., Dec. 4. Plans
for a strike early tomorrow morning of the 700 odd workers in the
Dold and Cudahy packing plants
here were made at a mass meeting
today in wliich more than 000 persons took part. Tentative
plans
were made to put 200 pickets at
work at 6 o'clock tomorrow morning.
WILL STKIKK TODAY.
Fort Worth, Tex., Dec. 4. Two
thousand employes of tho local
packing plant will strike hero tomorrow, in protest of the wage reduction which became effective
last Monday, union officials liera
stated today.
LUNCHKS AKE
AND THE UlCST. EATS,
SWEETS. DANCING. COLLEGE
Mi A', PHONE 241.

HOME-COOKK- D

ma--tu-
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ARE
VACCINATED

(By The Assoelated Press.)
Omaha, Neb., Dec. 4. Dr, A. S.
Pin'. j, cliy health, commissioner,
haa iiBued an order for compulsory

OIR

FEAR THE LORD?

One way to improve
your "baking average"

150,000 PERSONS
ORDERED

h.t

Year-Roun-

SET TOR TODAY
(By Thfl AftNnoiuletl I'nBS.)
New York, Dep. 4. Trustees,

Writers and New Volumes

All-Th-

LOHENZ CLINICS

t

arbitration.

ODEN, Prop.
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nant personalities of the confer
ence with the same keenness and
depthof understanding that ho
previously displayed in his study
of the conference iUelf. There are
our full portraits:
Clcmrjnceau,
Wilson, Lloyd eorge and Orlando;
And four impressions;
Venizeloa,
BOOK ENDS
Emir Fcisuol, General Botha ani
This
I'aderewskl.
book
makes
A Young Poet Encounters Yale,
fascinating reading and is an inami God.
Country
of
bit
"Lillian Glsh is in mourning;
history.
teresting
Constance Talmadge is inconsolable The Beginning of Wisdom, By SteBreezes, by Lucy G. Morse.
and a second Mary I'ickford has phen Vincent Benet. (Holt $1.U0.)
For many years Mrs. Morse has
This was the exuberant
arrived."
Tho frank biography of a modern made fire screens and candle
announcement of the birth of a
who is a "portent and an as- shades by pasting silhouettes
youth
ot
daughter made by Scott Fitzgerald tonishment and a horror to all the fairies and
happy children on thin,
recently, the literary prodigy tak- rocking chair people
ever
who
silk. She has now put her famous
ing joyously to the new role of shivered over
Para- father. Tho little adventurer from dbo,' " is "Tho'This Side ofof Wis silhouettes into a book, and writBeginning
"This Side of Paradise" litis been dom." Benet is one of the several ten for each picture a few simple
and charming lines with the elusnamed Scuttle fur her father, who brilliant young novelists
have ive quality
of magical childhood. '
attained note as a novelist, short capitalized their college who
war
and
story writer and critic almost along experiences into first novels which
Tho Library will be open to the
with his majority.
take at once through the sheer public Monday
with spick and span
of their realism.
audacity
rooms, the whole interior havinsr
Mr. Brltling is going to see the
it is a picaresque novel of rapidly been
cleaned.
There
thoroughly
through. succeeding
Washington conference
Incident.
Philip, the will be no fines on bonks during
There was no difficulty In recog- hero, of idyllic California
birth,
the week tho library was closed
as
in
Mr.
flesh
the
nizing
Ilritling
goes through prep school and Yale,
H. G, Wells stepped down the gang- chases the cure in Arizona where and three days grace will be allowed so that no fines on books
plank in New York- - with an um- he is involved in an I. W. Yr. de- due
during the time of inventory
brella in ono hand and a copy of portation, plays the cinema, game
will be charged until after
"Three Soldiers" in the other. The on the Pacific
coast, enters the
English writer Is again In America army and falls in love, once early
for tho first time since his seven and again late in tho recital of adweeks vifllt of 190G. He Is report- ventures.
UNEMPLOYMENT
IS
Tho story is told in a jumble of
ing the conference and is not makSHOWING
DECREASE
appearances.
prose
quick moving narrative,
ing public
sketches with the essence of poetry,
(By Tlio Ammlated Press.)
Among Stokes fall books for detached episodes, chapters comyoung peoplo are two volumes of posed wholly of impressions, ex
Washington, Dec. 4. Unemploy
old fairy stories now mado avail- cerpts from letters and occasional ment continues to show a steady
able to American readers for the poems published previously by the though slow decrease, according
to monthly reports to the labor defirst time. They are "Tho Chinese author. The ensemble seems to
more tho memories of the partment. From its studies
in
Fairy Book" and "The Swedish
lived sixty-fiv- e
than
industrial
something
centers, the
Fairy Book." The Chlneso talcs writer
are drawn from ancient legends of through by his characters.
announced today that
department
The various episodes at college, 1,428 of the larger employing congods and magicians and nature and
in the movies ami during military cerns had 7.21!) more men on tho
animal stories that have been
with the Chinese for cen training tire convincingly presented, payrolls on November !i0 than on
turies. The Swedish tales are like- apparently from actual experience. October 31. or an increase of alwise drawn from original sources. The hero's amorous affairs are feel- most V2 of 1 per cent.
ingly handled, from the first witli
Paper, printing, lumber, Iron and
Thomas Dixon, whose literary ca-- Millv, who "said it with foxtrots" steel, automohilo manufacture and
as
one reviewer vulgarly put it, to textile establishments all took on
reer is marked by such excursions
into civil war romances as The Sylvia of childhood who returns more hands, while railroad repair
Southerner," "The Clansman," etc., from her overseas war experiences work, leather industries and food
has written a new novel just pub- with two ideas, sanity and settling producing establishments reported
is the a reduction of
lished by tho Appletons, entitled down. Milly, however,
employes.
Too bad
In the department's list of cities,
"The Man in Gray," which deals more appealing heroin".
with the career of Robert E. l.ee. Benet had her die so early in the forty showed more workers emTho author declares tho message of story.
ployed and twenty-fou- r
had de-- i
doesn't make It clear what creases.
the book is one of law and order, ho Benet
wismeans
of
the
beginning
by
tho steadfast things of those days
for it doesn't seem to be the
making Interesting examples for dom,
fear of the Lord in his characters. PARK PLAN APPROVED
these later days of unrest.
The writer is fundamentally a poet
BY SECRETARY FALL1
portions of his book after
Tho Dial magazine announces and the
are
form
enjoythis
exceptionally
In
that its annual award of $2,000.
El Paso, Texas, Dec.
able, lie has
published
recognition of the service to letters three volumes of already
verse. His second
of the Interior A. B. Fall, who
rendered
by a young American novel Is completed and a third is was In El Paso
today, attended a
writer, goes this year to Sherwood in preparation, all this at the age conference with the
executive comAnderson, author of "The Triumph of 23.
e
mittee
of
the
Southwestern
of the Egg," "Poor White" and
L. L. L.
d
National
Park associa-tio- n.
other novels and series of middle
The secretary expressed himwestern American life. Sherwood
self, unofficially and as a citizen of
Anderson's first published work
New Mexico, as favorable to th
was "Windy McPherson's Son," in
project which is for the establishAT THE LIBRARY
1916. "Marching Men," the stories
ment of a national park in southn
in "Wlncsburg, Ohio," and more
ern New Mexico to Include tha
recently "Poor White" and "The
Mescolero Apache Indian reservaHooscvrlt hi the Bad I.nnds, by tion and the land surrounding tho
Triumph of the Egg" havo been
recognized by American and Euro- Herman Hagcilorn.
Elephant Butte dam and lake.
This book tells the story ot
pean critics as authentic presentaSecretary Fait leaves tomorrow
tions of American
life, and Mr. Roosevelt's ranching days in the for Yuma, Arizona, and from there
Anderson's power as a novelist Is Bad Lands from 1S83 to 1887. It goes to Riverside. Calif., to attend
increasing with each year of his tells how he came as "an eastern the meeting of the League of the
work. He lives at Palos Park, near punkin lily" to the most turbulent Southwest, which convenes DecemChicago, and has for soma time community on the western fron- ber S.
been writing for an advertising tier, and became leader of ttn
If a man ever Indulges in
agency. He was born In Camden, forces of law and order; how ae
Ohio. Ills wife, Tennessee Mitchell defied "bad men," met the chaldeliberation It is when he has
of
Anderson, provided the series
lenge of a famous duelist, rodo a note to meet.
ilas
are
used
models
the
followed
and
which
ranges
hunting
clay
lustrations for his latest book.
trail; how ho lived and workel
in a felwith the
BASEBALL MAGNATES MEET. lowship that became tho dominant
The Book Emporium of
Buffalo, N. Y., Dec. 4. Owners Influence in the lives of all who
the Southwest
managers and players began to ar- shared it.
We furnish any kind of a Book
rive today for the first annual
obtainable
AssociaTho Big Four and Others of the
through the trade,
meeting of the National
Baseball Peace Conference, by ljolwrt Lan- - that we do not have in stock,
tion of Professional
at publisher's price.
leagues. The opening session will .simr.
In his new book, the former secbe held Tuesday, but the board Jf
Strong's Book Store
tomorrow.
arbitration will meet
retary of state studies the domi-
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Euick Service costs less at the
Buick Company than anywhere else in town.
This is not an accident it is brought about
by a definitely coordinated array of facts.
The McCollough-Buic- k
Company is 'the only
Service-Statio- n
in this territory authorized by
the Buick Motor Company. Service is rendered
on Buick cars only. Buick trained mechanics,
with special Buick machinery, eliminate all
lost time and gues work from YOUR ' job.
A complete stock of Buick parts right" in tfie
shop saves more time,
A free monthly inspection service helps keep
the Buick what it is a unit of uninterrupted,
economical transportation.' Perhaps that helps
account for the fact that one out of every three
automobiles owned in New Mexico (other than
Fords) is a Buick.

i
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(i!y Tho Associated l'rt'Ks.)

El Paso, Te s, Dae, 4. The
southwest has a liner climate than
Florida and this .vicinity, has a climate mi peri or t ) that of the J'.icific
coast in many respects, said Thomas 1!. Manilla!), former vice
vas'irf El'i'hso ,n route
to Phoenix, Arizona, to sprint the
winter.
Florida is too (lamp, compared to
tho climate of Texas, Nuw Mexico
and ArfzOnr ho Faid, and this part
of tho southwest has peculiarities
of health ;;h ing value which, if
told to the world, would bo sought
by a certain c!a::s aa the coast is
by another.
Nation':, .Mr. Marshall (.aid. must
decide to limit urmie.i and navies,
confereither at. tho WashinEto
ence or some other.
"The real reason the world war
the I'nited
closed was because,
States has discovered a powerful
gas, a gas so stron;- that an airplane load of it would kill every
inhabitant in a city the size of El
Paso," Mr. .Marshall said. "The
allies had no intention of bombing
Rerlin, but tlvy had made plans to
Wesen and that would have
gai
meant death to every man, woman
In the
in tho place.
child
and
modern war of K'ieaco there can
be no

BOXING BOUTS NOW
LEGAL IN NEBRASKA
.

......

r

son and heir tt the fcarl of Haru
wood.
Tha Mrldom was created
enth century, a!llte
muug.i tne i .unuy la one oi me
oiucsc hi lonsnuo.

(By Tho Associated itcm.)
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I'nHcess Jlary and Lord 'iscolles.
The entraprement cf Princess
breakdown".
IlarV to Lord Lascellcs (olvca one
"Major Whittlesey," he said n, of the main problems of the Kntisn
only Ignored tho tterrnan com
house. Ihe revolutions that
mander's message demanding sur- royal
followed the war swept away pracrender, but he ordered his signr.i
men to hhle tha whito rmrwl; On tically .all the. Protestant reisning
flag used to signal airplanes, for families of Europe ard the question
fear that the enemy would take It of arrafipinf; suitable matches for
British royalty has been extremely
for a flag of truce."

nOOTOTl FOUND DEAD.
DE fJHOOT IS CAPTATV.
Stanford University, Calif.. Dec.
Cincinnati, O., Dec. 1. Dr. Eari
4.
Dudle Do Groot, a Junior, was
Carr, 60, nationally recognized
authority on yellow fever, wa elected captain of next year's Stanfound dead in his room at a hotel ford football team today. Ho has
here today, a victim of heart
played on tho .varsity eleven two
years.
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Japan.

(Doubleday-Page.-

The path leading to literary success is not always bestrewn with
roses and is very frequently piled
Your
favorite
high with rocks.
author Is ready to tell you so In
Maiden
Effort,"
the volume "My
collected by the Author's League of
e
America and published by
for tho benefit of the
league's fund for needy authors.
(There are those of us locally who
are going to put in for our share
Robert W. Chambers must have
had an insight into what the other writers were going to say. He
spins an unromantic tale concerning his first intrusion into the literary spotlight. Hhe concludes
with this eaUHtic remark:
"Truth is mighty and, sometimes, is told."
Theso words should be emblazoned on the cover of the book.
Heading through tho volume, one
is struck by the fact that Daisy
Ashford was a very mature woman When her life's work was done.
To be sure, we have been considthe labors of a
ering her work ascontributors
put
child; but those
her to shame. As Gelett Burgess
introduction, the
points out in hisbecame
"a mere
volume nearly
of
juvenilia."
compendium
There is much humor between
Its two covers. Tho writers have
tried to produce somo inlerestlns
bits of fiction about their many
adventures in literary swaddling
clothes. They have used the "surefire" formula which their literary
apprenticeship taught them; thjy
have mado the reader latiKh. Those,
who write novels in a serious vein
release their accumulated humor.
Tho realists spin the most fantastic yarns.
The volume Is as inclusive as a
dictionary, featuring Harold Bell
Wright, Laura Jean Llbby, Mary
Austin, Carolyn Wells and Owe't
Wister alike. From Charles Norris
to II. C. Witwer is a big jump, but
"Mv Maiden Effort" makes it.
Charity Is seldom so productive
of pleasure; the gentle reader
tares better than the needy author.

v
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Japanese classification: Thirteen
ships, 375,020 tons, 70 per cent.
Hieven
American classification:
ships, 334,700 tons, 67 per cent.
with
dealt
three
Table
It showed no disagreement as to tonnage figures or number of ships to be included. It follows:
United States: Twelve ships,
tons, 100 per cent.
Japan: Ten ships, 313, 3UU tons,
Rfi ner cent.
Discrepancies in tonnage figures
between American ana japancso
calculations as shown were not
traced out by the Americans, as
none of the tables within the
under
scope of possible discussion
the plan was referred to the experts.
They were taken as constituting
policy and
presentation of a new was
recogthis view apparently
nized later by Admiral Baron Kato
Secto
in presenting the argurnent
J. Balretary Hughes and Arthur
four that Japan needs 70 per cent
for national security.
The list of ships supplied by the
Americans showed that the battleship Colorado, S8 per cent finished
on November 11, only ten per cent
behind the Mutsu.

V

W

in newspapers saying that Attorney
Gtieral Daugherty desired him to
take passage on the first boat;
Mr. Morse said he had received
no reply to his request, to the attorney generat for permission to
remain in France until January 5,
either from Jir. Daugherty or
through the American embassy in
Paris.
He added that as soon'as matters
and
were settled satisfactorily in WashIt follows:
ha would return to Europe,
ington
t'nitcd States.
as he must see Professor MaeUia,-favTwenty
Japanese classification:
Italian specialist, regarding
ships, 532,050 tons, 100 per cent. his illness.
American classification: Eighteen
ships, 500,050 tons, 10 per cent.
dread-naugh-

"My Maiden F.ffort," Collected By
tho Authors league of America.
At

C. W,

will sail tomorrow for home."
Thus spoke Charles W. Morse

ut

Your Favorite Author Had
Difficulties of Ills Own

Tho AnocIiited PreM.)
Now York, Dec. 4. In a simple

Lieutenant Colonel

Corner-Abo-

EARLY EFFORTS
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SIMPLE SERVICE

ON NAVY RATIO

for Asserting

Page Three

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Experienced cooks call Crisco the perfect enrichment for cakes. It contains neither water, salt, adulterants,
nor preservatives. It stays fresh indefinitely even without ice. It is a standard product always snowy white,
tasteless, odorless, wholesome and
100 rich.

Fop Frying -- For
'

SJioriening

For, Cake Making

This book will help you avoid failures
in cake making

r

38
The Procter
Gamble Co,
Dept. of Home Eco
nomics, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please send postpaid, "The
Whys of Cooking." I enclose 10c
&

Complete directions for mixing and baking rich, tooth
some cakes by Janet McKenzie Hill, founder of the
Boston Cooking School. Also scores of her ex
clusive recipes. Each copy costs 2fic
in stamps.
print. You may have a copy by send
Name
ing coupon and 10c in sumps.
kAAmm

P. O
Do you use Crisco now?..

State
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ALL MAY BE FULLY INFORMED AS TO THE STATUS OF THE ALBUQUERQUE HOTEL PROJECT, THE FUNDS

AND THE AMOUNT

WHICH MUST STILL BE SUBSCRIBED IN ORDER TO COMPLETE THE TOTAL OF $350,000 WHICH

IS REQUIRED TO BUILD THE HOTEL, THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT, AS OF DECEMBER 1, 1921, IS PRESENTED:

............ .,.. .r.....

Number of subscriptions on whicli 10' Has been paid. w....
Number of subscriptions on which 2 payments have been made
Number of subscriptions on which 3 payments have been made.
Number of subscriptions on which 4 payments have been made,.
Number of subscriptions paid in full
:.1.w...r...
when
construction
be
bonus
on
to
starts
to
site;
paid
Subscriptions

--

,

288
99
49
57

,

v.

;

100
v.- -

32

''

..v';;

., ... . .

TOTAL NUMBER OF SUBSCRIPTIONS
ipi

I?

ft

tot

i

Pi

625

..

Total preferred stock subscribed....;
Total common stock subscribed

.

..

.

$119,000.00
74,640.00
5,150.00

;

Cash donation subscriptions.

TOTAL SUBSCRIPTIONS
Total payments for preferred stock
Total payments for common stock
Interest received to date
Received from rents

$198,790.00
V"

$ 34,818.48
20,704.23
1,147.89

.:

.........

"

AC

510.00.

160.00

Donation

MM

total

Ml"

$57,340.60

AMOUNT DUE FROM STOCK SUBSCRIPTIONS
AND DONATION SUBSCRIPTIONS

;

$143,167.29.

Gross expense to date, including cost of stock subscription campaign; cor
$ 3,490.41
poration organization charges and fees, paving and all incidentals
Purchase price of site, 125 feet frontage, Sixth and Central (Goodell and Stef- fens

34,000.00

5

property)
Cash paid on purchase price of site

:

:

Due on mortgage which cannot be retired until February 21, 1922

4f
.v

'

,

sf,

26,300.00

;

,

'7,700.00

It will be seen from the above that, after paying for the site, (for the total amount of which purchase a stock subscription
bonus was received, plus an additional cash subscription of $5,150.00, to be paid when construction starts) there is. avail"
'
'
able in cash and stock subscriptions a total of approximately $160,000.
11

Construction of the hotel building, upon the plans as approved; will require $300,000.00.

We

If M

I.

Must Have, $150,000
To Finish The Job

Remember that the plans for the new hotel are complete; that as quickly as tKe Building fund subscription has Keen
completed we can at once enter into a contract with one of the several parties now seeking to lease and operate the
hotel; that construction of the building will start within 30 days after the last dollar needed has been subscribed;
By completing the financing of this project now we will be able to open the new hotel in time for the fall and winter
business of 1922.
Here is a community project in which an investment of funds is safe and sound. Set aside NOW a reasonable amount as
YOUR investment in the new hotel and in a more prosperous and progressive city.
ALBUQUERQUE HOTEL) COMPANY,
By Lquis Ilfeld, President.

THE KIWANIS CLUB
By H. G. Coors, Jr., President

ALBUQUERQUE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
By G. E. Breece, President,

THE ROTARY CLUB
By David R. Boyd, President.
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MUSICAL COMEDY IS SPONSOR FOR
THIS ODD SHAPED LACE COLLAR

EFFICIENT

;

Forcing
Water Through
Laundry Hints.

r
The woman who is a good
realizes that the house must
winfor
and
snug
cosy
ter, Just as it must b cool and
uncluttered for summer. It. is interesting to seo how different women obtain this result.
One housekeeper I know always
hassocks in her
puts
the cold
living room
during
she
says that the floor:
months;
are apt to be draughty and that
her husband feels warmer, anyway, if he has his feet up on a
hnssock while reading In the evening.
Another housekeeper friend of
mine insists that warm colors in
a room reds, rich browns and
deep greens makr ono feel warm
on a cold day. Every November
sl.t pastes a red crepo paper lining insklo the china shade of her
living room drop light. And there
Is no doubt about it, the old rose

J
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.

i
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Have the Wash water hot ami
.add enough soap solution to give a
cood suds. The hot soap water

must then be forced through- the
clothes. The various type of wash
ing machines each have their own
methods of accomplishing
thi.
..The secret of clean clothe In good
conwhich
of
water, every part
tains dissolved soap, the proper
.amount of clothes and water, and
a long enough time for the operation of the washer. If these points
are observed, there is no need to
rub with soap even the most soiled
parts of the clothing.
Fill the washer to the proper
level with hot, not boiling, water.
Add the water noftcner and goap
solution.
Operate the washer until thera
la a good suds. Open the machine
and put in the clothes that have
been wet or soaked and from which
the stains have been removed.
minWash for ten to twenty-fiv- e
utes, depending on the soil of the
clothes. Kemomber the strength of
the soap solution and the length
of time the machine Is operated to
determine whether the clothes will
be clean.
Rinse carefully, using very hot
Water. If there in a plentiful supply of hot water it is preferable to
rinse the clothes in the machine,
after passing the clothes through
the wringer and draining the ma-- 1
chine. It the hot water supply
limited wring out the first load
and wash the second in the same
wash water. To raise the temperature of the water which is to ba
used the second time, and to keep
the soap suds the name strength,
drain out a part of the water and
add hot water and soap polution.
Wash the second load, and wring
them, drain out the water and fill
with hot rinse water.
Kins?
thoroughly. Repeat tho operation
.as often as necessary
for th'j
amount of clothes.
-

1

LITTLE

BENNY'S

.NOTEBOOK

Ma had compiny In the parlor
this aftirnoon and I was jeut starting to snoek out the front door
easy and ma herd me, saying,

Benny, come In, Mr. Beeby wants
to meet you.
Me thinking, Heck, wat for?
And I went In the parler and somo
man was setting on the sofer, being a middle size man with mitch
a bald hed it was fearse to look
at, me thinking, Holy smoaks I
wouldent wunt to be a fly and slip
on top of that.
- Mr. Beeby, this la Bonny, you
!havont seen him sints he was a
baby, sed ma, and Mr. Beeby sed,
Well, well, hes quite changed, how
are you, Benny?
All rite, I sed, and he sed, Aro
you a good boy or a bad boy?
Good, I sed, and ho sed, Thats
ilce, and do you spend your pennies foolishly or do you put them
aside carefully and save them?
I save them, some of them,
sometimes, I sed. Not Faying how
long I save them and thinking, O,
he's going to give mo some. And
Mr. Beeby sed. Well, it I gave
you a dime, wat would you do,
upend It or savo it?
Save it, I sed. Not saying how
long and thinking, Q herray and
he said. That's rite, allways save,
a penny saved is a penny earned.
And he started to rub hi hand
over his bald hed as if he thawt
some hair mite of came out on it
Wile he wasent looking, nnd I kepp
on looking at him and waiting,
and he sed, Well, you can run
along and play, Benny.
Me thinking. Good night, holey
smoaks, G, wat you know about
that. And I went out and shut
the parlor door and made Insulting faes throo tho key hole and

then I remembered I had a pen-o- il
needed sharpening so I went
and got it and sharpened It on
Mr. Beebyg hat.

home-make-

bo made

Soapy
Them;

!

COSY

tot':

ELECTRICAL

NOTES

A combination electric nail cutter, polisher and cleaner for use in
manicure parlors and barber shops
lias been placed on the market by
a Chicago specialty company. This
new device is quite decorative as
well ns useful and consists of Rmall
clectrlo motor mounted in an at
tractive metal rase with the various
ainall Instruments which can be attached to the motor for the cutting,
cleaning and polishing of tho nails.

Tha collarlesg frock has been In
vopue for several Bensons, but now

a new Idea in collars has been developed to sot off the severe necklines of the modern black and dark
Th vni of electric
flatlrnns,
colored crepes and satins. It is
washing machines and vacuum
looks
front
and
the
here.
cleaneru
Increased
has
enormously
pictured
during the InFt few vears as the fol- very much like other round collars
which have been stylish, but the
lowing 8tiiitistics show: The sales of
s (lU,r(1.ic
it
and
musical
comedy
v icuiim cleaners In 11)14
back is the unusual nnd interesting Broadway
,
eisewnere.
lrienus
totaled $1,3(1(1,000: in 1018,
been
many
has
of
collar
finding
view. This type
lace.
in 1919. $20,000,000. The
sponsored by the girls in a new is fashioned of exquisite
total for 1020 is' estimated at from
$30,000,000 to $10,000,000.

ELECTRIC IRON
HANDLES LARGE
PIECES EASILY

A revlised electric cooker has a
time clock attachment. This enables the housewife to place an entire meal in the cooker, sot the
clock for the time tho cooking is to
nnd if she is a bit late getting
Monday.
home from her club or the matinee
Monday Brid.Te club will meet does she find the food burned? Not
with Mrs. Fred Canfiold at 2:30 a bit, for the heat is
automatically
p. in,
oft after tho cooking tem1'unt Matrons' club O. E. S. will turned
This prevents
Is reached.
perature
meet with Mrs. Clare Rogers at 2 14
burning but maintains an even
Kast Cold avenue.
cooking temperature.
Dozen
club
will
at
meet,
Dandy
722 West Lead avenue at 7:30
Mrs. Famuol R. McKelvIe. wife
p. m.
of the governor of Nebraska, does
manher own work In her
Fremont
sion. Several of the
QHRISTMAS TREE CAN
women were skeptical and said it
CE TURNED BY MOTOR couldn't be done,
not with one pair
of
hands. But Mrs. McKelvIe has
Everyone is familiar with the
pretty electric lighted Christmas some electrical hands to help her,
tree that blossoms once a year an electric iron, an electric toaster
cleaner.
"Yes, I
about Christmas time. The tree is and a vacuum
Mrs. Mcgenerally fixed in a plain wooden have conveniences," paid
or metal stand nnd to get a good KelvIe. "Some day I am going to
all around look nt its beauties one have an electric range, an electric
wnshe"
sewing machine, electric
usually walked around the tree.
conveniences
An American inventor
devel- and other electrical
oped an inferos' Ing new stand or that make housekeeping so much
holder for the Christmas tree. It easier today."
cons'sts of a box containing an
electric motor which turns the 'In Relrtum ft special Sundav
Bhaft tlint carries the holder on top postage stamp Is occasionally used
of tho box. Connection with the It indicates that tho letter beariir
adjacent lamp socket is made by It is not to bo delivered on Sunday
means of a plug and long cord
lending into bottom of box while
coming out of tho motor driven
shaft is a short cord and socket in B
which the plug from the Christmas
Ea
tree llghtfl may be fitted. Thus the
tree can be made to turn or revolve,
the better to display its beauties to
the wondering eyes of children and
grownups.
lie-ri-

All women who did

ironing work
with old sad irons remember that

they always stood to iron. One
reason was that it was necessary
on
to use considerable pressure
heavy pieces, another reason wi
would
that tho neighbors
probably
say the worker was "lazy" if she
sat down to iron. Women seldom
took any account of the energy expended in doing work by old
methods.
New appliances coming on ths
market aro so designed ns to make
work easier, to let the machine do
tho hard work while the woman
operates It with ca?o and speed.
A
ironer made in
roll.-Wayno, Ind., has two
The upper hot roll revolves three
and
times faster than tho
lower feed roll. .The worker tuts
to
iron
and she can instantly
down
obtain either a vnriable or constant
pressure by rlmplo foot movement
so that her handu ara free to guid.-anndjufit the fabrics
pussin:;
through tho rolls.
One of the women users of the
machine Bays: "I like It because of
its unlimited Ironing capacity. It
turns' oift such nice work and c.in
bo so easily moved, All of my large
sheets nnd table cloths are ironed
with only a single fold on account
of the open and desijrn."
One-ha-
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Vou will soon notice thn relief in
loosened j;!ilc!;m and cased coticji.
Always reliable, and cood for (lie
whole family, lias a convincing, he.i!-ntnIrij taste with all iu. Kood medicinal
tiur.iiliC3. At a
f.f) cents.

Mew BiGCGvry
end
l'iils.

25 cents.

,Tv PROMPT!

SONORA

without

plays

At the

n
exposition Jt won
tone
honors
over more than 109
highest
foreign and domestic machines, including
all thoso now sold In Albuquerque. This
nlono Is quite convincing. Hut don't be
convinced by this test. Hear tho Sonora
ln (jirppt competition with any machine or
machines, at your homo or In our store.

Ask nhout
tliu Nnuora
HiKbiet

l'lan.

ranama-Paclfl-

New Mexico Phonograph Co.

All clruiiRts.

WON'T GRIPE

402 West Central.

GFORGE

Phone 404

GEAKK, Prop.
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We pay the freight to you
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fPURE
WHOLE
CLARIFIED
PASTEURIZED
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Tell us, we will do that too.

North Second
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TO STOP COfGHIJ.fi AT XIGHT.
When anyone Is suffering from a
bronchial affliction or has a cough
that lingers on and grows worse nt
Bight, the loss of sleep tends to
((
'
Jt
Mtee
.weaken the sufferer and grows
$4
wore serious the longer it is neglected. Mrs. M. Suter, 647
k
Ave., Stratford, Conn., writes:
"Foley's Honey and Tar has given
mo great relief from a severe attack of bronchitis." No medicine
Catherine Calvert
stands higher throughout the
When Catherine
Calvert was
as a family remedy for colds,
coughs and croup. Sold everywhere. making pictures for Paramount
she was bettor known to theatergoers, than to film fans, . Today,
however, since she has returned to
the stago she is perhaps better
known to the screen devotees. Mise
Calvert has many claims to fame.
She was brought into prominence
tho
by her playwright husband,
late Paul Armstrong,
While on
the stago she was featured in
"BroWn of Harvard," "The Deep
Purple," ''Romance of tho Underworld" and "Tho Escape."
When she entered the picture
world she was said to look enough
like Clara Kimball Young to be
nur siHitu. ruw uiub suu nns re"
turned to the stage to play the
leading feminine role of Donna Sol,
opposite Otis .Skinner in VBlood
and Sand," sho is said to have tho
most beautiful back on the American stage.
Pr. Arnold Genthe, well known
Investigate
photographer who has made artistic photographs of such celebrities
Electric
Federal
as Mary Garden, Mrs. Philip Lydig,
Washer. The maLotta Faust and Walska, is credited with tha statement that Miss
chine of no regrets
Calvert's back Is the most beautiful he hns ever photographed.
"The Heart of Maryland"
and
"The Career of Katherine Bush"
were two of Miss Calvert's more
recent pictures1.
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Journal Want

Ad

bring results.

COOFdCl
Those who receive piffa that do not suit rush to do their Christmas shopping early.
UNIVERSAL fiii'ts are gratefully received, kept, used and enjoyed.
They arc practical
gifts for sensible giving the kind that prove lasting benefactions..

Good for 100 Credits in
The Albuquerque Journal

pa-tl-

.

CIEH2TS

AL

CLO

ISO

Credits

iCTWml

I HEREBY
Miss, Mr. or Mrs. .

CAST 100
.

i;aL

s:t:t

Mils

FREE CREDITS FOR
:r.a:it

u.s:t;".:sr-.T:-

r

TI'I'Nll

Address.
Dist. No.
This coupon, neatly clipped out, rams and address of tho
candidate filled In, nnd mailed or delivered to the Campaign
Department of The Morning Journal, will count as 100 FKE'i
CREDITS.
It does not cost anything to cast these Coupons
for your favorite- candidate, and you are not restricted in any
sense ln voting thorn. Get all you can and send them ln
they alt count.
This coupon must be polled before 9. p. m, Saturday, Deo. 10

For the woman beset with servant problems and Irksome household duties, UNIVERSAL
appliances are a boon and a blessing. They serve in the place of servants make long
tasks short, hard ones easy. For every member of the family and all the other dear friends
there are UNIVERSAL, guts to hold the givenn precious memory.
No matter what you choose, you'll have the pick of quality. The UNIVERSAL trade mark
is your truarantee.
Where there is Christmas good will, there is a wav to express it with
UNIVERSAL gifts. They make Merry Christmas last the whole year through and through
..... ...
.
many years to come

See Us

-

This is the last Coupon that will appear. It must be
in the Campaign Office, or in the mail, before 9 p. m.
Saturday, Dec. 10, or it will not be counted. .."
.

min'-r- i

at Our Elecfric Gift Shop

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Co.
"At Your Service"

all

attachments,

Tou will want to hear your Christmas
music on the SONORA because of its unmatched tone. It Is no idle boast that tha
Ronora beats all other machines for tone.

IliaUC

l l)7
Y,X 'il Tfc Tk
kitchenware department the Via
that forms a. table when four
secure the flat table top to t;o
lower part, nnd which forms a
hitrh back settle when the fat
table top part is released nt c: For Colds
Coictfjs
tlvl
side, and swum; upward
Tlie Re sults of Conization "arc
it is held by only two pars). He"
sallow
hiiiotisnets,
husband painted this a brown, r'ai f.ck headaches,
and they used it nt the fireelace shin, waste matter in the intestinal
Correct
tin's
w!th a large piece of dark green system.
condition bv taking Dr. lung's
velour draped over the back an i

the

i

d

dni'-s-

because
of records

types

standard remedy it is today.
Time-triefor fifty ycird and never
more popular than to jay. JXo harmful

1

scat, and a green cushion fit on
end. It was an artistic triumph
at little cost.
What are you dnlnr to make
your homo more habitable for th
cold weather?

artist,

ha My Cold"

relief that Dr. Kimj's New
Discovery r.tvC3 from stubborn nM
co!!s, and onru:,hing new onps, grippe

J

d

Wi

A

Hear Your Christmas
Music on the Sonora

Kind

Can we do more?

321
a

lm-.-

Albuquerque, N. M.
Memorials of the Better

Milk

4A

ruddy-b-

rown

.

I,KT TTIK COLLKGK IXV CA- :U FOIl VOCH NKXT PARTY.
v i:
v v.
SWUETS, 1AVC1XG. COLLEGE
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Butterflies protect their bortloi
BACK
BEAUTIFUL
from cold by folding their wing.i
ON STAGE TODAY to the utmost at night time.

'

pow-Ju-
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lf

ACTRESS HAS MOST

To Clear Away

Skin Troubles

J

glow which this plves to her room
seems warm in itself!
Still another woman maintains
that nothing gives a room a cosier,
snugger look than valances at tho
windows. (I think we'll nil mrpwith her on that score). AllhenTli
she has Just the straight plain
scrim curtains at her windnws ail
the other months of the year, during November, t. 'comber, January
and February, she has un heavy,
unbleached muslin rurtnlns (witiij
a short ruffle, or valance, nf the
muslin runnlnrr ccros-- the top of
tho window between tho two lon:r
side pieces) which nr"
with a wide band of figured
r
repp across (ln
part of the valance anil at the bottom of each side- curtain.
Then I have a reador friend who
writes that slio is making lar'-"Tat" cushions for her livltvr rnnri
chairs. "I do thin" runs her Idler,
"because I like to feci luyurlo:i
when the wind is howlicr outA cushion Just fill Inn
doors!
one's hack and keeps one warm,
Ono can't have ton many ominous
around in tho winter time."
People who are blessed with an
open fire in the living room liv e
o
even
greater op"ortuiil'.i"s
'0.y lip their homes for 111 r tonM
weather.
There is not'iin
makes one feel ejnito ns iedipc;-en- t
to Jack Frost, ns a era. U'v:
hearth fire. A fur rug (vho""er
it be "fashionable,"
now a day,
or not!) if spread In front o: the
fireplace will surest warmth and
will offer one's feet a downy place
to rest.
Ono of the popular I ra
wood boxes are nict ureono. A"l
an old time
jstt
makes a copy nook if stood at
with
the
fircp'ac".
right angles
This is what ono little bride di
to obtain this settle effect: she
went to a largo department,
and bought nn unpalnteil
1"" '
Inch-backe-

Ilely on Cuticura

n

I

Tim UOfSE
l'Olt W1NTKIJ.

Secret of Clean. Clothes Is
in

83SEBEEa

'
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ROUGH RUBBING

Hot

sure tha swivel plug is pushed
well on to the handle. There arr
two grooves on the round pin an t
there should be two audible click-iTho electric curling iron for Mmaking the connection. If the
ilady's toilet taldo in as groat a curler becomes too
hot, pull out
convenience ns tho electric pressing Iron in tho laundry. Coal or tho handle plug. In cleaning wip-thoap to clennBS, Olnmnt to tooth. Ttlrmn to
oil heated curling Irons are always
curler with a damp cloth, never
z;n, .SuDiiluaf Ontlnar, Dipt. X,Uidta, Hm.
unsat isf actory oft en clangorous
Immerse it in water.
never In at. uniformly, hoconio covered with soot in a few moments
while tho electric curler heats instantly,n. is mlorlo'-- i snotless and
constant uniform heat for
fives
fix o minutes or five, years at ft Oft:
f WMl
of only
of a cent an hour
The iron is so constructed that
tho entire purfaco of thn tube is
equally heated, tin Important feature, for thn proper curling of the
hair. When the work ia finished
turn off the current at the lamp
socket and remove tho plug. Do
not put the iron away until It is
cool but allow it to rest on the
coll soring holder provided.
llel'oro using .your curling Iron
"eo that the voltage In correct for
tho electric service you use. Each
iron is plainly stamped nt tho end
"t the handle. Hy callinrr up thn
i:::Jtinr c;mmin!. you will be informed asi to the correct voltage,
''nrlorsj Tpado for a different
will blow out the fuses
in
your bouse if used.
When conneitin?? tho curler he
Hear your Christinas
music on the
SONORA. On the SONORA you can hear
TOUR favorite music by YOUR favorite

ELECTRIC CURLER IS
TOILET CONVENIENCE

By LAURA A. KIRKMAN.

SAVES

MAKIXG

!
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GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE

g
Only 60 hours remain in which candidates in The Morning Journal's great
campaign may hustle for the winning credits and subscriptions. Those club
members who accomplish the most before next Wednesday night will very likely
place themselves in the "car class" the owners of the big, beautiful motor cars
awaiting them. Who will be the five fortunate ones? THE BIG CREDIT SCHEDULE IS REDUCED PROMPTLY AT 1 0 O'CLOCK WEDNESDAY NIGHT,
gift-givin-

DE-CEMB-

7TH.

.

To Contestants
These contestants, if any, in The Journal office at that hour will be waited upon
and permitted to turn in their subscriptions on the big credit schedule, but no one will
be allowed to enter the office after that hour to take advantage of the big credits. J
Any subscription mailed in any postoffice anywhere before 10:00 o'clock Wed- nesday night, however, will be counted and given the benefit of the big credits even
though they do not reach The Journal office until later.

1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER SIX SEDAN, VALUE $2,255.
STUDEBAKER TOURING
OR WINNER MAY SELECT BIG "6"
PURCHASED FROM AND ON DISPLAY AT

COOPER MOTOR CO., Albuquerque, N. M.

r- -

STANDING
.f

6
What $54 In Subscriptions Would Count
One
subscription ($54) counts
This constitutes two clubs.

360,000
200,000

six-ye- ar

Total credits given for this arrangement
or
Two three-yea- r
subscriptions ($54) counts
This also constitutes two clubs

....

560,000
120,000
200,000

,..--7

Total credits given for this arrangement
or
,
Three two-yesubscriptions ($54) counts
This also constitutes two clubs
ar

Total credits given for this

320,000
S0.000
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arrangement.............

290,000

or
Six
subscriptions ($54) counts u.
This also constitutes two clubs
one-ye-
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Total credits given for this arrangement.,.,......,....-.-...!.,...,-
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72,000
200,000

Mrs. Margaret F. Barnes..
Chas. Hill Barber, Jr. .4.
Miss Dorothy Bowman..
Benny Cordova
Lynn H. Fox
l:
Miss Helen Gurule
Mrs. R. E. Hathcox
Mrs. Markett Jones
Miss Margaret Kleinworth
H. M. Kingston
Miss Shirley Lewis.... :.
G. Albert Linder.

Remember that the present Big Credit Schedule will never be repeated or
extended. AFTER TODAY only 7 days more is your FINAL chance to get tho
greatest number of credits for every subscription you secure.
Don't sit back with your hands folded while some one else is working
and taking advantage of the final days of the Big Credits JUMP INTO THE
CAMPAIGN YOURSELF NOW DETERMINED TO WIN!
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Mrs. Lawrence Abreu.
....
Alfredo Baca. .
Neil P. Bolt
Miss Eloyse Bumgarner
Rene Divelbess. . ,
F. C. Groman
Miss Virgie Hidalgo
Mrs. C. W. Howe
J. F. Jamison.
R. M. Kixnbro.l.lu...-.lu.J-..H. S. Mason
Mrs. C. Martinez
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T. H. Bowland..,,!,;
Baby Ellen.

531,000
481,800
30,000
30,000
437,700
6,000
5,000
5,000

;

433,600

.

11.6C0

168,800
..
5,000
519,500
;
533,000
550,100
5,000
t.N
52,000
5,000
5,000
. 479,700
. . .
351,800
L. 305,300
. 183,000
510,700
342,000
UiM

.v
.

9.300
544,400
543,200
182,100
522,300
9,000
6,900
5,100

Williams.,.

Edna Margaret Davis.
Sidney Marcus
James Ross, Jr.,.,.,
Henry Burrus.u.
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506,600
24,100
5,000
J. Eller.......
BM
.
Miss Fannie Frost.
42,200
..j.l.:.
. 312,900
Miss Lupita Garcia. ..
Miss Geraldine Hodges
5,000
Charles E. Hayes.
5,000
lu
.ltl..
Gordon Herkenhof f
202,100
. .
. .
5,000
Colbert Hicks
. .,... . . . . . ....... . . , ...L
5,000
Jose T. JGuruIe
.
65,500
Mrs. Florence Krfnig.
L.:... . , .t.j.;, . . .
316,900
O. E. Lovan
.t..;..
6,200
Rev. C. D. Poston
WJ
. 509,600
Miss Margaret Radcliffe...,.,,..
5,000
Fl. L. Rose
Vii.;
.l...'.. .i!.; .r'
. .
. ,L.
5,000
Miss Lutgorda Sanchez.
.i.-5,000
Clarence Stoldt
49,500
,
Fred Rogers
483,500
L. J. Stone
n. . . . .:
.
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White
Harry
Bi..
Jf A SllftW.
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4
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John Livingston............
Mrs. R. M. Marx
...
Mrs. Tony Ortiz
Miss Ada Philbrick
Mrs. G. D. Ramsey.
Miss Louise Roark
...,.. . .
Mrs. Margaret Schaltegger. ..
Miss Margaret Spargo
...t.;
'. .
Miss Niles Strumquist.
Miss Mildred Tatum ......... ...
Mrs. H. J. Tompkins
w

Miss Sophie Martin......
Mrs. J. F. Oglesby.....
J. M. Sandoval
Mrs. Florence Saul .,
Mrs. Fern Swatzell..,,
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512,200
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403,100
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5,000
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Where Will You Be Tomorrow ?

CAR
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
KILLED WOMAN FOR FIFTY DOLLARS, IDLE MAN CONFESSES

PLANS OUTLINED

ABROGATION

IFOR WALKOUT OF

the walkout.

The approximate number of men
to be affected here la 6,000. The
plants affected are:
moiir & Co.,
fiwift & Co.. Morris & Co., Cudahy
Packing
company and the Dold
Packing company. Union officials
declare the walkout tomorrow will
be 100 per cent.
Packing house
heads repeated tonight that tho
walkout will be participated In by
not more than 15 per cent.
Need for Order.
'President Davis today emphasised the need for order during the
strike. He referred to the fact that
extra police guards have been de
tailed for duty near the packing
plants, but Insisted that "we don't
want to give them anything to do."
Union leaders tonight estimated
that the strike probably will last
six weeks. Packing house superin
tendents estimated all will be over
within one week.
Col. 1m E. Upton, chief of staff
at Fort Crook, denied a report that
the soldiers there are ready to be
sent into the packing house district
He said no troops would be dis
patched until civil forces had
proved inadequate and a request
for troops had gone through regu
lar government channels. Things
were quiet tonight and police were
anticipating little trouble In handling the situation.
CLAIM
'

45,000 t'NIOX
WOKKEK8 WIIiL STRIKE

Chicago, Deo. 4. Union officials
tonight announced that 46,000 union workers employed in packing
plants wowuld be on strike tomorrow in protest against wage reductions averaging 10 per cent authorized by plant assemblies under the
shop representation plan in the
packing industry. The strike was
called by the Amalgamated Meat
Cutters end Butcher Workers' union.
Spokesmen for the five big packers expressed the belief that 05 per
cent of the workers will be on the
job tomorrow and asserted that
the walkout will not seriously affect operation.
They said only a
small per cent of the workers were
and
that
organized
positions made
vacant by strikers will be filled Im
mediately from the unemployed,
conflicting
..Along with these
statements came the assertion of
police officials that "law and order
will reign at the stockyards tomorrow." Two hundred
policemen
have been assigned to duty there.
Four largely attended meetings
of packing employes were held toThe principal
gathering,
day.
which was addressed by Cornelius
Hayes, international president of
tho butcher workmen's union, drew
the largest attendance and an overflow meeting was held.
; Mr. Hayes reiterated previous
statements in which he condemned
the plant representation plan, asemployes'
serting that the
representatives were in reality deand
that If
the
signated by
packers
they advocated the interests of the
workers in the plant conferences,
thev would lose their positions.
"In Kansas City, Kansas," he
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Practical Substitute.
A.el!eil

(By The

Neb.

Deo. 4. Nearly
2,000 of the 6,000 packing house
workers of South Omaha attended
a mass meeting today at which
tney wore naurcsaod by Jacob II.
Davis, president of District No. 5,
Meat Cutters and
Amalgamated
Butcher Workmen of North Amer
other
and
ica,
speakers. Final plans
for tho conducting of the strike of
packing house workers which Is
called for 6 o'clock tomorrow
When
morning, were outlined.
Davis asked those In attendance at
the meeting their attitude on the
strike he said approximately 90 per
cent of the men held up their
hands as a token that they favored
Omaha,

LILY

(Bj The AnBortated
Extension of the Chinese
Ottawa, Kans, Dec. 4. The Rev.
Consortium Is Suggest- H. W. Chaffee, D. D., who died
apoplexy on November 26 a'
ed By Nipponese as a from
his home here, was one of the few

(By Th Aao luted Preu.)
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PASTOR CALLED

PAGTJS

Approximately 90 Per Cent
of Those Attending
Meeting at Omaha Favor
strike SeilE ' ay'

PIONEER KANSAS
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Mrs. Detty Sharpies, her little ion Oarenee, and Thomas F. Catherwood.
Sound of mind and in perfect
sister of hia brother-in-lato obClarence, thirteen months old, lay
tain $50, which the younj? woman,
in a cradle nearby. He was cry
physical condition, but out of
work and in need of money,
about to become s mother, had
ins; when the father returned
Thomaa P. Catherwood of Chi.
saved for Christmas presents.
from work and found his wife's
While Catherwood was murderCairo has confessed hat he coolly
lifeless body. Catherwood
murdered Mrs. Hetty Sharpies,
no regret over the crime.
ing the woman her little son
said, "the packers are appealing to
the Kansas Industrial couit lor in
junctions to prevent the local of
ficials there from calling a strike.
Yet Wires from that city inform
us that if the other meat centers
do as well as the Kansas City union
men, the strike will be won within
a week. From St. Paul comes the
information that the workers will
walk out 100 per cent. The same
holds true of Eat St. Louis, Wichl
ta and otljer points."
WILL ENFOKCE LAWS
IN EVENT OF STRIKE
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 4. At a
mass meeting of about 2,000 packing house workers in Kansas City.
Kans., today, Mayor H. B. Burton
and H. T. Zimmer, chief of police,
told tho workers that all the laws
of Kansas would be enforced In
the event of a strike. J. W. Reed,
for the union workers, thankel
the city officials and declared there
would be no infraction of the law
In the walkout of packing housfl
workers, which, he announced,
would take place tomorrow In compliance with orders from headquarters of the Amalgamated Mea:
Cutters' and Butcher Workmen'
union.
G. W. Reed, a negro organizer
for the packing house union, was
chosen "commander in chief" ot
the forces to act until a representative of the international union
takes charge here. Fifteen assistants were named.
Union officials predict a tie-u- p
of all five parking plants. Packing
house superintendents,
for the
most part, say they do not expe.'t
more than 10 per cent of the 7,200
workers to quit and that they will
he able to operate about as usual.
The union membership here, according to union heads, is about
75 per cent of the workers.
The
packers estimate it at about 60 per
cent, but say many of the union
men will not quit work.
RESTRAINING ORDER.
Kansas City, Mo., Deo. 4. An
order restraining John L, Lewis,
International president of the United Mine Workers of America, et
al, "from suspending or removing
from office any of the officers of
the District No. 14 or of the various
local unions under jurisdiction of
the district," was Issued today by
Judge Samuel A. Dew in Jackson
county circuit court.

"STUNT" PERFORMER DEAD.
Ban Francisco, Calif., Dec. 4.
Roberst Hastings,
30, an aerial
"stunt" performer, fell more than
a thousand feet to death here today. Hn supposedly was unable io
regain his grip on a strap on a
parachute from which he had
taken one hand.

Theaters Today
"R" Theater "The Hell Dig
gers," with Wallace Reld. Lois Wil.
son and other stare, is being repeated today for the last time; also
repeating ' Cyclone Smith s Vow,
with Eddie Polo as the star, and
the interesting "Current Events'
pictures.
I.yrio Tlieatcr "The Son of
is a big film feature and
it proved a big drawing card at the
Lyric yesterday afternoon and last
cast. It Is
night, with an
being repeated today. The man
agement is also repeating the com
edy, "The Skippers Harrow Es
cape.
Pastime Tlienter "The Man Of
Stone." with Conway Tearle as the
leading star. Is being repeated to
day; also repeating "All Aboard,'
with Harold Lloyd as the leading
character, and the "Fox News pic
tures.
all-st-

KNOTTY PROBLEM SOLVED
IN
BY WALLACK IEII
"THE HELL DIGGERS'

credit, as the British army captain in active colonial servioe In
Arabia.
The picture Is replete with action
and local atmosphere. Hundreds
of desert characters, camels and

oriental paraphernalia
literally
saturate the scenes with their color. The spectator actually wakes
up startled to find himself back in

modern surroundings, at the cloao
of the story. The picture develops its theme logically and steadily
to a very fit and surprising climax.
Much there Is that can bo said. in
praise of the excollent selection
and portrayal of the scenio background for this picture. It is realistic to a degree. There has been
a lavish attention to detail, too often slurred over or faked in pictures of the kind, and the film
shows it. The story is very much
wort ii while and deserving thi
pains that have made it another
Selznick "bullsoye."
directed
George Archainbaud
the picture.
Colin
Campbell,
Warren Cook, Arthur Barry and
unanes lirown of the cast are
worthy of special mention.

UXUSUAL PICTURE IS
"SO.V OF WALIJXGI'ORD."
NOW AT LYRIC THEATER
Would you give up a big lob If
the girl you love is opposed to your
Son of Wallingford," which
"Tho
work as a matter of principle?
That is the question that Wallace was shown yesterday at the Lyric
Reid, Paramount star, has to de- theoter and which is being repeated
cide In his newest vehicle, "The toaay, is an unusually lengthy pic
Hell Diggors," which was shown ture. The production
requires
eighty massive sets, and 1,500
yesterday to delighted audiences at scenes.
In addition to this it was
the "B" theater and which Is being
necessary to construct an artificial
ropeatcd for the last time today.
Lois Wilson is the girl, and ner lake 600 feet wide by 2,000 feet
at a cost of 0,0U0. A whole
father looks upon the young suitor long
that of Whittler, California,
and his employers as his bitterest town,
was
used
for many of tho scenes.
enemies. However, the hero be Ten
of oil, measuring 12 by
tanks
come Interested In the case of his 14
feet were used to get the fire
onnoncnts and finally allies him
which
scenes,
taken at nlwht
self with them, which means a big upon the lake were
of burning oil. The
cor- with
a
strong
political
struggle
. ...
.... , n conflagration r'iged on tho lake for
.
.
ml
sweeping heavenward In huge
grana stye, nhyateally a. wcH as
fh
f
politically and the star puts it net.jjjj"'
in mane
.if... -- ,, Elephants, camels, elaborate
cuhi w'V"1,,'"'-J1'r,"''l'i- "
floats and banquet scenes were also
Leigh,
of the ten
uged
Th(j exploding
mv
uuu
ana
iieiuart
ruoi,
tanks of oil made not only a specthan adequate.
tacular scene but was filmed at
great risk on the part of the camera
COLORFUL- - ARABIA IS
men and players.
BACKGROUNO FOR TF.ARI.E'S
and
Unusual
effects
PLAY AT THE PASTIME coloring havelighting
been used in the proscenes
Green
of
duction.
tinting
The Man of Stone," a new showing the closeup
of burning in- t
Selznick picture now showing
red
for the develop
lighting
;ccngP(
the Pastime tneater, is wen wortn ,n(f room anfl unusually pjctoWxl
the praise which was accorded t tltJeg
alI the WQrk of Mr chca.
Inat
..... avanlnr hv nn- Ant hlislaatlc; .nr.
nouse, ana wruun ib ijcuir ,cjjviil
ed today. Conway Tearle, who,
Bill, the dog
appeared with
with the charming support of Bet Charlie Chaplin "A Dos's Life, '
Howe
Martha
Mansneia, now grown to elephantine propor
and
ty
carried the title role on his capa- - tions f8 p'ayn(? an
part
ble shoulders, has again turned a in Marshall Nellan'simportant
"Penrod."
masterly characterization to his
Alice Lake has bobbed her hair,
but only for art's sake. The Met
ro star needed short locks for her
chorus girl role In "Hate," to be directed by Maxwell Kargor, from
June Mathls' script. But she says
she will let her hair grow long
again after she completes "Hate."
--
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THE BEST SELECTED

Nazlmova, now heading her own
productions, is producing a gen"A
eralized version of Ibsen's,
Doll's House." The cast Includes
Alan
Hale, Wedgewood Nowell,
Nigel de Brulllor, Florence Fisher,
Elinor Oliver and Cara Lee,

And

MOST EXTENSIVE

LINE

Norma Talmadgo's next film will
be an adaptation of Balzac's "The
Duchess of Langeais." She la to
start soon at her new West Coast

of

studio.

Moving Picture Funnies

Navajo Rugs
Offered To The Christmas Trade
THIS YEAR

In Or Near Albuquerque
Our own expert went to Arizona and made special
selection of the choicest rugs and blankets for
a discriminating trade. Rare specimens
for Christmas Gifts.

L. B. PUTNEY Mercantile Co.
BERNALILLO, NEW MEXICO
Eighteen miles north of Albuquerque on the
Fourth Street cement road.
,

-
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survivors of his calling whose finit
date
pastoral duties In Kansas more
back to the pioneer days of
than half a century ago. Dr.
Chaffee entered the ministry In
March, 1870. In those days tho
duties of the "circuit rider," as
many of tho Methodist pastors
were called, were rigorous. As
rule they traveled "on horseback
braving all kinds of weather and
covering long distances between
charges. At the time Dr. Chaffe
took up his pastoral duties in
Kansas all beyond the eastern
third of the state was "the fron
tier" and in the eastern third, so
tloments were small, few and far
between. There were no railroads
across the state except the Unlo
Pacific and the Santa Fe "system'
miles of
consisted of twenty-seve- n
track with Topeka the western
terminus.
Wichita, was only
trading post.
Dr. Chaffee, during his long
years of service, officiated in near
ly every city In eastern Kansas; ho
held the position of presiding elder
(the office now Is officially known
as district superintendent) In va
rlous dlstlcts. Several years ago
he retired from the ministry and
has held public office hers as pro
bate Judge and later city commis
sloner.
Mr. Chaffee was ono of the most
widely known pastors of his de
nomination in the state and old
time friends from all parts of Kan
sas gathered here to attend his
funeral services. Among those who
took part at the service was tho
Rev. Bernard Kelley, who perhaps
is the only surviving
Methodint
minister In the stato who had wit
nossed as much of history making
in Kansas as Dr. Chaffee.
The funeral service was con
ducted by Dr. H. O. Hotter, district
superintendent. Among thone who
took part were pastors of other de
nominations who expressed their
high esteem of Dr. Chaffee.

Washington, Dec. 4 (by the Associated Press). Extension of the
Chinese consortium or its development into a more comprehensive
agreement was suggested tonight
by unofficial Japanese as a suitable
and practicable substitute for the
o
alliance. Mutual
abrogation of that convention by
Japan and Great Britain is viewed
as a possibility of tho conference
It was suggested that the con
sortium be developed or merged
into a great political
agreement
among the four or five great
powers. The Idea was based, ita
proponents explained, on the contention that any definite political
agreement as to the Far East, in- ciuoing especially China, must during world reconstruction, give way
to or be built un on economic es
sentials. In other words. It is con
tended that keen economic rivalries affect political stability and
are liable to create friction and
serious disputes necessitating conciliatory conference from time to
time. This, it is pointed out, coincides with President Harding's suggestion for continued conferences.
The Chinese
con
sortium of October 15. 1920. de
clares that tho national arouos
composing it believe that the In
terests of tho Chinese people can
best be served bv
ac
tion In procuring for tho Chinese
government the capital necessary
for economic reconstruction and
It i
improved communications.
remarked that a particular political importance attaches to the
agreement because the powers were
ahie to make fairly definite arrangements with Japan concerning
tho
special interests of
Japan In south llanchurla and
eastern Inner Mongolia.
Declaration by Japanese delegates Friday that Japan had no intention of relinquishing her hold- F0CH SPENDS A BUSY
ing in the Manchurian province
DAY IN LOS ANGELES
of Kwangtung has been interpreted
in some quarters as official notice
(By The Amoelutu PrrM.)
that Japan intends to hold all her
Dec. 4.
Los
Culif.,
legitimately acquired Interests in MarshalAngeles,
Ferdinand Foeh spent
Manchuria and Mongolia.
hours here today carrying
The Chinese consortium has not seven
with
as packed
out a
yet been accepted by China and it greetingsprogram
and ceremonies as the
has not
operated.
at
great headquarters in
days
The British position as to the al- busy
France were with more serious
liance was today summed up by activities.
British correspondents as emphaAttendance at services in a ca
sizing that England has no wish to thedral. rldinor In a parade, a
desert an ally who so gallantly luncheon, the laying of a corner
supported her in war time, but that stone and three receptions one
in considering the renewing of the each for the American leclon, the
alliance sho has to bear In mind French colony here and the gen
strong antipathies in tho United eral
made up nis scneauie.
State3 as well as in certain British The public,
cornerstone the marshal laid
dominions.
was that of an American legion
memorial building at South
post'silensPnsn
LOUISIANA FARMER
The msshal left early tonight
for.
Grand
Canyon.
SHOT AND KILLED BY
Anglo-Japanea-

four-Dow- er

yt

MARINE

MAIL

GUARD

Shrcveport, La., Dec. 4. AVyllo
Clark, a farmer, was shot and
killed by a marine postal guard
today while a Kansas City South
ern passenger train was standing
at Blanchard, Cnildo parish. A
warrant for T. A. WilllB, said to be
the mnrine who shot Clark, was
issued Inter. Willis Is said to have
continued with the train, not knowing the fate ot the man he had
shot. Witnesses claim Clark was
standing twelve feet from tho train
when tho marine ordered him to

6.DAY BICYCLE RACE
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'NIPPON TROOPS

work-lngm-

const-que-

Suggestions

from

Gift

Headquarters

-

Toilet Articles

POWERS SEVERS

HIS
CONNECTION WITH THE
AGUA PURA COMPANY

(Siierlnl rorrraiMintlrnrr to The Jnurnul
Las Vegas, N. M., Dec. 4. Mr.

Stephen Powers, who for the past
twenty-eigyears has been connected with the Agua Pura company of this city has severed his
connection with the company and
will take a vacation until the first
of. the year, when he expects to
into a new line of work. Mr. Powgj
ers has served as everything from
laborer to superintendent.
He ha'
been superintendent, treasurer and
director of the concern. James
H. Wilson, who recently became
or the comDanv. .wl.I
president
take over the active management
of the Agua Pura company, and
maintain his headquarters In La3
His present home is in
Vegas.
Louisville, Ky.
The first white woman to reach
Lake Nyassa. the wife of Ilev. Dr.
Laws, African missionary, recently
nas passed away in Edinburgh.

Special

To

Women

Prc..)

In Sets
Dressing table sets
Manicure sets
Manicure rolls
Military brushes
Shaving sets
Toilet sets

In leather, Parisian Ivory and
silver cases and mountings.

Useful Gifts

In Leather
The line Includes almost everything made In leather, for personal use, such as document
bags, ladles' hand bags, vanity
cases, pocketbooks, desk sets,
photo cases, bill folds, coin
purses, writing cases, 'letter
folds, dairies, date books, address books, bridge set3. poker
sets, etc.
Tho Prices Kanglni?
From 23 cents to $23.00

Household
Accessories

six-da-

ct

(Bj The Asuncluttil

Detroit, Mich., Doc. 4. Organization of a national committee on
unemployment which will meet In
Washington within three days to
picket the White House and Capitol in an effort to obtain aid fo."
persons out of work, was today
Delegation Arrives at Wash- completed
today at the closing
ington From Chita to Ap- session of a conferenco of unempear Before the Confer- ployed.
Members of tho committee wers
ence on Arms Slash.
Instructed "to travel in freight cars
or rido the rods to tho capital."
They were alno Instructed to place
(Dj The Awlatrd Prns.)
Washington, Dee. 4 (by tho As- on banners thny will display apsociated Press.) Russia appeared peals for government aid tor tin
at the Washington conference to employed, pensions for acted
and women, a reduction In
night In the arrival of a special
delegation from the Far East re- freight rates and nnt)or.uli;'ation of
public of Chita, to lay before the some basic industry, with
powers tho plea of that governapportionment of work.
ment for assistance In securing
SES
Immediate withdrawal of Japanese
71
troops from Siberia. Other purpos.-of the visit, according to the deleto
are
gation,
open trade relationx
with foreign markets, and to secure recognition for the Chita administration.
"There can be no development
of the country or development of
trade until Japanese troops are
withdrawn," the delegation declared In a statement.
"The delegation hopes to be abte to present
its case to the conference In order
io defend the Interests of the Far
Eastern republic."
The delegation Is headed by A.
A. Yazikoff, adviser of the Far
eastern government on economic
matters; B. K. Skvirsky, former
vice minister for foreign affairs,
P. N. Karavaeff. economist and ed.
itor, G. J. Farman.
Chairman Yazikoff in the stato- Mu twin's Is
truly a "Rift
ment claimed that the real reason
houdiniurtiTs this J"ar, bowhy the conference between Chita
rn use the whole store lias
and Japanese representatives
at
been turned over to tho
Darlen was a failure was becauaand most varied
largest
Japan refused to entertain tlw
lines of Clirlstmua
things
Chita suggestion that evacuation
wo vc ever offered.
of Siberia be made a condition of
tho proposed trad agreement.
The delegation, he said, would
aim to open trade relations with
American business interests.

The most economical, cleansing and
IS ON IN NEW YORK
germicidal of all antiseptics la

New York, Dec. 5. Sixteen teams
of bicycle racing stars sped away
In the
st 12 o'clock this morning
y
event In
thirty-firs- t
annual
Madison Square Harden.
Goullat, of the Brocco-Goullteam, darted to the fore, at the
starter's gun and was leading after
the first mile.

WILL PICKET WHITE
HOUSE IM EFFORT TO
ASSIST UNEMPLOYED

ASK

A soluble Antiseptic Powder
to be dissolved in
Water as Needed.

As a medicinal
for
antiseptic
rKN'NSY DEFEATS YALE.
douches In treating catarrh, inflam
4.
The
Philadelphia, Pa., Dec.
of nose,
mation or ulceration
University of Pennsylvania defeated hroat. and that caused by feminine
CATHOLIC PniXATR DEAD.
Vale. 6 to 0, in an intercollegiate
lis it has no equal. For ten years
tne L,yaia k. FinKnom Aiediclnu Co.
Montreal, Dec. 4. Monslgnor t soccer game here yesterday.
X. De La Durantayea, vicar gener
has recommended Paxtine in their
DROPS private correspondence with womal of the Itoman Catholic archdlo
MOST EVERYBODY
cese of Montreal died suddenly to- IXTO THE COLLEGE INN FOR en, which proves Its superiority.
PIES AM) SAND- Women who have been cured say it
night at the Kotel Dleu hospital, HOME-MADSWEETS. I "worth its weight in gold. " At
where he had been a patient. His WICHES.
EATS.
body was found on tho flout of his DANCING, COLLEGE INN. rugglsts, BOc. large box, or by mail.
room.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mans.
PnONE 241.
move.

E

Not the ordinary kind, but
specialties,
beautifully made
and as useful as they are beautiful, including electrical appli
ances ror caning
laDie ana
toilet table:
chafing dishes
Japanese nut bowls, casseroles
hnklncr rilxhcs.
Ecrving travs
fruit baskets, thermos Jugs and
bottles, tea sets, emoKing sets

The Ever Welcome
Fountain Pen
' ' v
or Pencil
Tou may choose from the
widest variety of sizes and fin
lshes, from hard rubber tc
gold, a fountain pen by Wat
erman, Conklin or Shaeffer
pencils In gold and sliver au
tomatlc caRes. Including "Ever

Your
Let The Journal
Christmas Guide

sharp," "Pal,"

pencil and
Point."

the

Conklln'a

Shaeffei
"Sharp

Prices From
to $12.00

$1.00

DO YOUR "shopping" at home your buy- Gifts for the Children
Bicycles
ing at the stores.
Blocks
BUT There are so many, many wants to fill
Dolls
Kiddie Kars
this coming Christmas. "How can I do my
Battles
shopping at home?
Rings
Wagons
THERE'S Mother dear, old Mother, her
tho Home
Gifts
silver-grafor
y
hair shows
where once 'twas
golden for her it must be the best Christ- Bookcases
Cook Books
mas ever
Pianos
AND Dad, too 'poor Da'd, who usually gets
Phonographs
Silverware
a smile and "Merry Christmas" for him,
Tea Wagons
a regular gift this year
Vacuum
Cleaners
AND Baby Betsy it's her first real ChristGifts for Her
mas, she's 'most two years old- let's make
her little heart just jump with joy on Flowers

A Wonderful Lot
of Children's
Books
It Is Impossible to begin tc
describe them. It could not be
done adequately In a page. But
we are sure you'll share- our
enthusiasm when you see the
line and Its opportunities for
selection.
-

And There's
Always

a

-

Christmas morn

Cut out the picture on all four
sides. Then carefully
fold dotted
line 1 its entire length. Then dotted lines, and ao on. Fold each
section
underneath
accurately
When completed
turn over and
you'll find a surprising result. Save

the pictures.
CUT THIS OUT
IS WORTH
MONEY.
CUt Out this ulin onolnaa
fti Rp
and mail It to Foley & Co., 2836

it

Sheffield Ave., Chicago, 111., writing your name and address clearly.
You will receive in return a trial
Packace containing Wntvv'm Ilnnnv
and Tar Compound
for couahs.
colds and croup; Foley Kidney Pills
.. .
.
-fnt
n
In
... .M.a
w. rial,
"in.;, aitu Kn.l..
muni I, w u
matlsm, backache, A kidney and blad- Hfkt alltriAntali
art
Lnl.. nntkimlln
Tablets, a wholesome and thorough
catnartic for conaiipaly
Kl llnunnnciii
t Innciensing
hn J. - n n si
sluffglsh bowel.',' Sold everywhere.
--

""

AND Brother Harry and Sister Sue and
Aunts and Uncles, too and friends, perhaps a score.
GOOD gracious there's so many gifts to
make and so little time to look around.
I KNOW Let's select from the "Christmas
Gift Suggestions" columns of The. Mornand save
ing Journal. We can "shop" there
hours and dollars.

'

"

-

;

"

SHOP THE JOURNAL
YOUR CHRISTMAS

Furs
Handkerchiefs
Hosiery
Lingerie
Jewel Cases
Necklaces
Gifts for Him
Belt Buckles
'
Cigars
Cigarette Cases
Canes

KODAK

S2.C0 to S75.G0

.

Brushes

Safety Razors
Tobacco Jars

WAY

1

We Give S & H Green Stamps

Matson'S
!0S West Central.

WILL BE COMPLETE

hi

GIFT HEADQUARTERS.

nt

tion. Naval agreement with Britain can
hud at any time. Jariaii at first signified
most equal readiness, but It Is obvious that this;
NEWSPAPER
AN INDEPENDENT
Is conditional on satisfaction in the Orient.
Published By
The question then becomes whether Japan can
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
U. A. MACPHKKSON.
CARL C. MAOEE.
be made content with equality of opportunity anj
Hwretarr
President.
whether Japanese satisfaction can be securea witn-m- .t
Bu?lne
MantigiM
D. A. MACPHEKSON
tnlimtlce to China or to those Interests of Rus
e
PART. C. MAOEE
sia which the United States is understood to chamus- - b u ma met ATI v km
UarAiiatti 141,10 PhtpRffO. Ill pion. Upon whether this discussion leaves Japan
VIDDDlM
satisfied or resentful will depend the fate of the
RALPH K. MULL1QAN..48 E. 2d
The
...nnH-nl.""ST...
t lha nnatnfflce nnvoi Tiroeram and the peace of tho future.
i
muttor
of Albuquerque. N. M.. under ct of Congress of conference. Instead of being out of the woods, la
March 17. JS7S.
only entering them.
TCUUO nir niTRKCRIPTlflN
Dally, by carrier or by mall one month. ISe;
,v.
MORAL DISARMAMENT.
yearly, in aavance,
"The Morning Journal haa a higher circulation
to any other paper in New
rating than la accorded
Premier Brland, declaring with energy and sinNewspaper Directory.
Mexico." The American
world in
issued
Mexico
day
every
cerity France's desire and will to join the
The only paper In New
durable peace, emphasized the difficulty
in tne year
organizing
isu El ARHIHM ATE!!) PH F.KS.
DCU
r.f hi. omintrv's situation in a manner to impress
The Associated Press la exclusively entitled to
nation whether concerned about limitation of
every
of all news credited to
the use. for
or not. "It is necessary," no saia,
also
armaments
and
In
land
this
paper
It or not otherwise credited
hoBiden nhvslcal disarmament there Bhould be
the local news published herein.
In other words,
MONDAY
December 6, 1921 a general atmosphere of peace
moral disarmament." His reproaches were tor
section of the German people wnicn dreams 01 reEVERYBODY'S BUSINESS.
venge upon France.
When the Washington conference cornea to conThere are two topics upon which agreement Is
what may be done toward reduction of milisider
general. The first is that business has persistently
on land comparable to that which it
forces
"gone to the dogs" in the past few years, although tary
seems
certain will be done with respect to navat
It haa just as persistently righted itself and seems
it will have to give careful thought
establishments,
The second la
now on a fair road to "normalcy."
And yet we have confidence that a
factor.
to
this
that government costs too much.
to give France a feeling of sefound
be
will
One condition Is largely tho cause of the other. way
her right to a greater
without
confirming
The excessive cost of government has thrown an curity
is good for one nation to possess.
than
force
military
Tho multiplicity
unbearable burden on business.
What actually is being driven at, though, it has
Business
of taxes needs no prolonged discussion.
been bo aptly expressed by others as by the
not
has been taxed whenever it has exposed a vulnerFrench premier, is the moral disarmament 01 in
able spot.
of
world.
Simply reducing the fighting strength
Albuof
men
business
That being true, the
wars Impossible or even imnot
make
will
nations
ol
querque should take Interest in ,two meetings
who have the will to war will
the week. The Taxpayers' association will meet probable. Those use of such weapons as they have.
make
aggressive
today. This organization has been working to keep
of humanity in the efficacy of tho
down tax levies in cities, counties and In the state. Tho hope
of naval reduction rests on convicprogram
Hughes
national
of
the
budget
John T. Pratt, chairman
by the leading powers will
its
adoption
tion
that
commission, is to speak on Thursday evening, his
to the moral purposo
as
a
complement
come
only
organization being particularly interested In tho
to substitute some other mean
taken
irrevocably
tha
thrift
of
national
through
proper development
than war of settling international differences,
medium of a budget.
There Is no thought of asking France to weaken
enan
to
seem
present
These two organizations
to
herself
beyond the point of safety. It is reasonable
tire chain covering governmental expense. Tho
than
force
no
with
satisfied
greater
to
be
her
one deals with the rituation; the other touches the expect
her Becure against the
administration at Washington. The success of both is indispensable to make
out again. She is tend
break
should
thrv
fivmar,.
us
would
least
governmental
in theory at
give
Which
gives added raufe for
to
this
position.
cost.
ing
supervision at the lowest possible
win ne accomresults
substantial
that
There have been times when the Journal has confidence
not been In hearty sympathy with the specific pro- plished by the conference.
The paper
posals of the Taxpayers association.
has. however, never doubted the sincerily of th?
association's officers. In the main, its effort has
been rightly directed.
Some have been disappointed by the actions of
THE SILENT ONE.
Charles Dawes and his national budget commis- They call me proud and cold who do but lack
of
Most
The gift of words, who have no currency
sion, which Chairman Pratt is supporting.
speech with which to represent
thero people have had special axes to grind but Of readvstored
un gold of my heart's tieasiuy.
The
were ruled away from the grindstone by Mr. Dawes.
both
of
organizafaults
the
possible
Admitting
Love seals my lips and sorrow makes nio dumb;
tions to be represented here this week, there is
I have no words to toll my tenderneps:
tin?
of
undoubted merit In . each. The taxpayers
Joy stills nit tonctuo, nncl I sympathy
to
yet can not express.
That shakes my soul
state, large ns well as small, should dotermlno
In
governbusiness
"More
on my
both
meetings.
attend
Thoughts crowd on thoughts yet words die
ment and less government In business" has been
lips;
I have no Jests, no raillery to give.
a catch phrase too long. It in everyone's task t)
Ah, if I could cry out to those that pass
add to the slogan the weight of actual support.
'.,
As in my House of Sil;m.'e here I live:

Albuquerque Morning Journal
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HOW COME?
The days you're feeling po'ly
And you do not shave your mush,
You have a flock of company
And you're flustered til you
blueh!
But the days you're feeling peartly
And you scrape your homely phiz,
Not a darn soul comes to see you
Now I wonder why that Is!

Edltor-ln-Chl-

A

n

urn

Wanting a divorce is all that will
make some women admit they ever
made a mistake.
Most of these "No. Beer, No
Work" fellows seem to be succeeding at both.
Married women are fond of dogs
because they are responsive.
Married men like them because
they, can't talk back.
ft swed to be that when girls
reached a certain age, they put on
long skirts.

f

tw

mi

All men may be born free and
equal, but there it ends.
There may be more dejected
the world than
looking persons In
Christmas day,
an old bachelor onadvertised
as ex
hnt thev are not
tensively.
When hubby begins to bring tin
table.
newspaper to the breakfast
- "
wifey can give up
j
soiled.
little
a
her boudoir cap being

wj'-

Liberty bonds in Reno remain at

par.

;
(From the Weil Country Journal.)
My birth had a peculiar twist to;
aran
written
it. My creator had
ticle about Mr. Carl C. Magee, publisher of the AlhuqueKjue Morning
Journal, and after it was written,

he was ashamed to sign it.
It was then that I was created, a
brain-chilsay, but
you might
some are less charitable and have
brain-storSuch is.
said, it was a
tho price of genius.
I originated in room four of the
main building of the Presbyterian
sanatorium, but no brass plate
adorns the door to commemorate
the event, even though my first anniversary could have been celebrated last eprinjr and the unveiling
could havo taken place then.
Perhaps they haven't given me
a plate because they think I have
enough brass without it. I accept
the nomination.
I have no schooling except a few .
lectures at the University of New;
Mexico, where I was justly famed i
for my stupidity and the creases In
my trousers. They had an article
In the college
paper about the
creases, the other th'ng was not an
advertlsable commodity.
I was asked to Join no fraternity
while at the university, therefore I
do not approve them. Perhaps it
was on account of my age that I
was not asked. I still feel, however,
that the Eata Bltta Pies were the
losers.
Tho thing that took me to college
I would tell you
was a taxlcab.
which one, but that would be adAfter I got there I sat
vertising.
In the Journalism class, but soon
discovered that my style of writing
waa beyond improvement, and I
dropped out after a short talk with
the professor following the flrBt ex.
'

An unbreakable vase would put
"Brinclng Uo Father" entirely out amlnatlon.
I left the Presbyterian sanatoof business.
n:
. .. nmnhnriv would- Invent rium and moved to Saint Joseph's
,1
",ich
because had I stayed nt the Presby.
an unbreakable vase,
terian after March 5th of this year
ta n. frreat thine, but I would have broken a rule and
than
the boys who bring home the ba- been asked to leave. Rather
I departed
con don't go hunting with a brass suffer thla humiliation,
apinstitution
The
thence.
from
band.
incon- Good management and hard work parently suffered no isgreat
Btlll a go- thereby and
are the Siamese twins ot success. venience
ing concern. This is totally beyond
understanding.
my
. . TiAAnmfnir a to them.
t11 l.in,v
uiai.n fa
My creator's name is Curtis E.
are relieved of a lot of tne
,

widows
sorrow.

w

1
i

VERSE OF TODAY.

i

u
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A bachelor Is known by the
.
apartment he keeps.
A beneaici is kjiuwu vj "
ties he wears,
fnol thine we have
rrh.
heard of recently is a French heel
nine inches high.
hiim-eo-

CUEN SOME

A
PLACE.

t

'

IPcEi. A

decide whether she will give father
a new set of teaspoons or a pair of
satin pumps for Christmas.

j

j
t

Lyter, who was born and Wed In
Kentucky in either the city of RichBoth,
mond or Madison county.
'
places claim the distinction. InRich- the
mond claims he was born
county and the county claims he
was born in Richmond.
They are
thoroughly unselfish about it, each
being perfectly willing that the
other have the honor.
After being raised in Kentucky
he was seasoned in Michigan and
deteriorated in Chicago. He arrived
In Albuquerque, December 10, 1919, ;
fresh from the Windy City and hat
remained so ever since.
My creator's
occupation, to borrow s
who runs th
phrase from the man was
acting as.
Roslington Rattlers,
merchansome
for
paper
secretary
He got real
dising associations.
money for it, but not much of It.
in
Albuqureque hej
Upon arrival
matriculated at the Albuquerque
Snn and beam a reputation on the
hill unequaled In the annals of the
Institution. An investigation may
destroy your Ideal, so we would advise against looking up the record..
And anyway, It was such a hot one
after
it burnt up. It was Bhortly enterhe left the Albuquerque and
ed the Presbyterian that I was)
born.
What am I going to do when I
get well? Quitcher kiddin'. dearie,
quitchcr kiddin".
Do I consider thta autobiography
a success? I most assuredly do not.
perIt contains only twenty-thre- e
sonal pronoun singular. Twenty-thre- e
means "skidoo," dearie, so
let ' stop.
;

"red-blood-

if

those Santa Fe and Las Vegas
OOd
Belling
wprA
hnnlla.pnra
whisky (emphasis on good) at $3
and $4 per pint, tney aeserveu
v.-

Bedtim eStorici
For Little Ones
Hy Howard

fi.

mured Undo Wig.cily, "hnt I'll try. he asked, as he tried to force his
nr (hun homa and curry my paw into the left boot.
I'il
uU! r.iioos."
"Perhaps, but theytre very styltkton the bunny rabbit gentleish," raid the bunny.
"Oh, It they're stylish I must
man w.'is hupping over the fields
fitul thro'igh the woods, wearinK wear them by all means
tight or
He put
ki.: new boots ami carrying his not tight!" said tho wolf
on
Unci.-both
of
Uncle
did
Id hoei. Rut
Wigglly's new
not liiiji very fast. Jn fart, ho wont tight boots and when he had them
moi'e ami more s owly, and ho on the bunny tiuickly slipped his
ceenud in great pain. At tort he own paws into his old, cany shoes.
'
"Ta! Ta! Mr. Wolf! I'm off!"
:xle;
"1 can't stand this any lunger!" cried Undo Wigglly, and down th
Down ho wit on a losf, and he was hill ho ran like a streak of light,
"Here! Wait! Stop! I want to
to take off his new,
.iu.it
nibble your cars!" cried the wolf,
nJl of a sud-l-pinchi'iir boola,
the bi'sht-- carne but Uncle Wigglly never utopped.
througli
On he ran, faster and faster. "Oh,
hurt ting tho Wcozio Wolf,
Oli, ho!" cried the I'll get you!" howled the wolf, and
"Oh," ho!
3
he started to run. But he had not
Unci
wolf, "i've caught you,
H'iggily! I have you this time! taken more than five steps before
the tight boots began to pinch him
J urt v. hero I want you!"
The wolf stretched out Ills paw like a toothache, and he flopped
to pull tho bunny's ears when, over In a somersault and cried.
ail at once, thi bad chap saw th "Oh, my paws! My poor paws:
Why didn't I Just nibble Uncle
Wigglly's ears and not try to be
styiish by wearing
tight boots? Oh!
'
Oh!"
Then the wolf limped
slowly
r9
through the forest, to get
in'1 mm
a. ear away
his wife to pull off the tight,
pinching boots. The bunny safely
reached his bungalow, and the
next pair of boots he bought ho
had them of an extra large size,
so ho could run in them.
And
that's all for tonight. But if th
doesn't
Iollypop
try to slide down
hill all alone and leave the stick
to go roller skating I'll toll you
next about Uncle Wigglly and the
soap.

(larl

-
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AND THE CHAMBER.

l'

The vonrs go by the years that make me old!
Copyrlght. 1921, by McClure
Karli on" leaves me more silent, more alone!
Newspaper Syndicate.
and cold
me
call
still
who
proud
thev
And
pass
commerce
of
plan
The first stage of the chamber
I am but the xilnt one!
knows
God
Though
th
AVJCCILY'S NEW JIOO'IS
If
of reorganization Is drawing to a close.
Koselle Mere'ier Montgomery in New York Times. UNCLE
success of the membership drive is considered as
"Come here a moment, will you.
the achievement of the purpose fought, nothing
pluaro?" eal!'(l Nurao Jano Fiizk.v
ty tile bunny raijbit runtii m ill i'l
will be done.
an end. It Is
the hollow t:tum; bungalow one
Securing members is a means to
morning.
THEY ARE AI L OF THAT.
not the end sought. The building of Albuquerque
"I can't, junt now," answred
of the ncee-sarMr. Sherman was a lilt brut'que, but wo ltnov Mr.
is the purpose in view. A small part
Longears. "I'm looking at tho
what
now
knows
war
and
is
that
the
rest
of
taxt's,
everybody
The
erected.
holes."
been
machinery has
taxes are. Dallas News.
at the boles?" cried
"Looking
plan must be carried out neiore wiu timm
Mis:i Fuzzy Vix;.y.
h;it in tho
J I "ST OFF AND ON.
a going concern.
mean, Wlsr.y. my
wor;d do
It may be wild that there are quit! a number dear? Areyi.uyou looking
nt the
Members should take a lively interest; in
a major in the ranks of the unemployed who have always holes In a suffai- or at a
election of directors and the selection of
now
this
anJ
and
hero
and
at
there
worked
that,
mouw hole? Don't tell tne o i
in securing an
then. The Shoe Retailer.
program for 1922. They should aid
or Jillie Lons'ail has gnawed a
O
adequate 1tidgct.
hole in my floor!"
to
THIS IS NOT IOIl FLAPPERS.
"Oh, no; the lUHe miee children
With these things done we will be ready Is
interDo you know that anyone who would he
haven't dono anything liko that.'"
Until then, all the work
accomplish results.
Com
Will
headline:
"Cotton
ested by this
wit h a
V'U:Sily.
Stockings
laughed . Undo
necessary preliminary planning.
Kansas City Star.
"Th
More in tho Spring?"
twinkle of his pink no.-eis
have
must
What the chamber
hole:) I am looking at ar,i in m;'
Itself
run
not
will
booli. I shall havis to get a new
in carrying out its program. It
AND TIE DIDN'T MUFF THE SHOT.
1922 to make
Ed Roush. Cincinnati outfielder, was
by pair."
Get ready to do your share during
"Do you mean a new pair x!
moro
mistake the other day by his brother while hunting
and its people
Albuquerque a greater city
said Ed was a bird In holes?" asked Norse Jane.
They
always
partridges.
"Of course not!" chuckled Unprosperous and happy.
the field. Washington Post.
cle Wlggiiy. "I mean a new pan'
boots.
I'll be tack ns soo
of
WINS
TEAM WORK THAT
as I. can, Nurse Jane," he went
on. "I'm going to get a new pair
most
of boots. Winter in coming and
The branch of government which comes
the
of
people
life
the
I'd better havo high boots instead
with
daily
closely in touch
no
of shoes."
FOREIGN POST OFFICES IN CHINA.
is the postoffice department and that is why, In
So Uncle Wipglly hopped over
The Washington conference, through the comtaken place
doubt, the improvement that has
mittee on Far Pacific and Far Eastern questions, tho fleld3 and through tho woods,
4 last has been so generMarch
since
administrasoon he came to the placo
and
service
towards
definite
a
tho
took
achieving
step
secret of Postmaster tive and territorial integrity for China when thai where Mr. Whitewash, the polar TEieVolf
ally recognized. Probably the
limped slowly away
of committee, in behalf on the participating powera, bear gentleman, had started a boot
General Hays' success has been his enlistment
's
boots on L'ncla
to with- and shoe shop.
conditions
new,
under
certain
sliiny
voted
yesterday
source.!.
outside
expert
i
advice and practical aid from
feet.
"Here you are. Uncle Wigslly!"
1, 1923, foreign post office agendraw,
by
January
this
extent
an
"Oh, what fine, new shiny
The maintenance by foreign said Mr. Whitewash, as he lifted
The public has not realized to what
cies from China.
powers of their own post offices has for many down from the shelf some bootn. boots!" howled 4he wolf, touching
was being done.
Inwith his paw.
one
need.
It "Just what you
Fine, stylyears offended Chinese national self respect.
One of the nation's big manufacturers was
So glossy you
"Ouch!" cried Uncle Wigglly.
done material hurt as well. As long as foreign ish, shiny boots.
has
the
with
connection
in
services
duced to give his
noso shine in whose foot was tender from, the
countries have maintained
post offices at manv can see your-pincost system of the parcel post; the general pur- points in Chinese territory the operation of thesa them as in a looking glass!"
pinching boots.
hai
boots."
nice
"What's the matter?" asked the
are
spoke the
"They
postal services has deprived the Chinese governchasing agent of one of the leading railways
fit
wolf.
will
the
"But
uncle.'
sources
and
of
revenue,
considerable
of
buyment of
they
method
bunny
the
department's
up
been checking
"Oh er nothing that is nothloss of these potential sources of revenue has added my paws?"
of a great insurthe paper ing much," mumbled the bunny. '
ing supplies; the vice president
"They'll fit you like Mr.
materially to the difficulties with which the Chinenwithout
pay,
White"Those certainly are fine boots,
wall!"
on
the
ese government has had to contend.
ance company has been serving
laugher
of tho
wash. "Here, slip your paws into went on the wolf. "I think"
The powers concerned have shown a commenddeavoring to improve working conditions
"You may have them!" suddenone of the principal able eagerness to concur in China's desire to real- them."
personnel; the president of
Uncle Wlgrrily did so, but, when ly said Mr. Longears.
ize her territorial and administrative integrity, an
also
working
New
York,
of
"What! Are you going to grlve
a
look
to
walk
about,
haulage companies
eagerness which augurs well for the full realization he started
over his face and me your new boots?" asked the
without salary, is reorganizing the motor vehlclo of the Chinese program. The foreign powers orig- of pain camelittle.
surprised wolf.
post offices because he limped a
service of the department, which includes 4,000 inally established their own
"Yea, you may have them! Put
"What's the matter?" asked the
the Chinese postal system of the past was notori
trucks and 5,000 drivers. The second assistant west- ously inefficient;
them on," bercged the bunny, bebear.
other
common
govern
in
with
gentleman
"Too tlsrht! Much too tight!" ginning to take off tho new, tight
general is a traffic expert from a largo
mental agencies, it was mismanaged, slow ana unKCt
reliable. But in recent years, China has done muc-- i said Uncle Wfggily. "These new boots. It was rather hard to finern railway.
them off, but Undo Wgglly
hurt
and
boots
my
the
paws."
to
he
first
said
and
postal
pinch
these
faults,
although
Mr.
remedy
Hays
interview
recent
In a
"New boots always do that," ally did.
service of the Chinese republic doubtless falls someattacked the problem of improving the serviiio what short of the efficiency
"Ynu just
"It's a good thing you gave them
of the American, the said Mr. Whitewash.
the
personnel. British and the French, it Is efficient enoughi by all wear them a bit break them in, to me, for I was going to tafco
through inculcating a new Bplrlt in
'
bo
all right. them anyway," snarled the wolf.
A welfare department, "just as definite in its duties accounts, to handle satisfactorily the mall of for- you know, and they'll
not
bo sure of that," mur ."They're a bit small; aren't they?"
"I'm
individuals.
firms
or
and
fiscal
any
as
the
eign
in
its
functioning
and certain
other department," has been developed, for Mr.
a bosj "REG'LAR FELLERS"
(Copyright 1921 by Geonre Matthew Adam-- i Trad
Hays says "Uncle Sam must bo just as good
A willing, enthusiastic
a any private employer."
force Is beginning to back up the plans of thfl
experts to make our postal aervice what It should
be; a efficient as any private business enterprise
This will not come at once, but It is well on the
way.
BtT HC MU5TA
A Lie
Htf VJHoLtl
ToLD
ENTERING THE WOODS.
LIFE.! HE. AA.WAY5
kFlHl'Ti
TtLLS THE.
ot
1tJF CVBOOY
Formal acceptance, "in principle and Bplrlt,"
TRUTH
TtLLS fS L1L
the Hughes naval limitation plan, by the
of the other powers, and the reference
ONE. ONCET
of the program to a committee of admirals from
r VftULE
-- ?
each nation to report as experts upon It, is, ol
course, far from conclusive, but It is a tacit recognition of its otherwise unanswerable directness.
Possibly the actual outcome will depend more on
th related problems of the Pacific and Far East
than on the superficial modifications to be discussed by the naval experts.
If there is prospect of reaching an equal agreement on these issues there will be no reason for
vading the naval program, but should that discussion prove unprofitable it can readily be imagined that the failure to agree on Far Eastern policies may react on tha present acceptance of the
naval limitation. Japan Is the crux of the sltua- MAN-POWE- R
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EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

W'itj-gily-

puai-mast-

-

Dogs are a lot like people. The
ones with the smallest heads gen
erally make the most noise.
apartment In
Tobey Toadvlne's
the highlands has been temporarily
rented to Mr. Otto Fishface, a recent arrival in our mist, as we say
in California.
Having no regular trade, Mr.
Fishface will no doubt take a flyer
at selling real estate hore, while in
his spare moments he will attempt
to work up a literary career, ans.
other failing peculiar to
Both the Barelas board of trade
and the Old Town optomlsts have
made Mr. Fishface very flattering
offers to locate in their respective
municipalities, but the newcomer,
naturally of a leisurely disposition,
Sixty-eigof every 1,00& Enghas fallen admirably Into the spirit
of manana, and a decision may not lish children are named Mary, J
be reached for years, or perhaps William, and 62 John.
not even until the Barelas bridge
Is repaired.
health-seeker-

ht

ChaUtt

It is refreshing to know that
something in Albuquerque Is going
to be started and finished according
to schedule.
AUTOMOBILES
The Y. M. C. A. drive for 200
members will stop In 201 minutes, i'OH SA1.U t'urd unci!, eutlouod boiiy.
Phono 420.
win, losa or draw, regardless.
FOR SALE Two food Ford. Inquire
If Albuquerque had as many 710 North Thirteenth.Bulck tourln
cr;
navoA mtrAtm am It tin "drives" it FOR SALE
a
Co..
condltlna.
should be annoyed a"out the cost of city.
aspnait, wnatr
O.
REPAIRING.
EXPERT RABIATOK
5

-

THE DREAM RIVER.
The Llckin' is a river
JEWELRY STORES IN
That keeps flowln' thru my
dreams.
PARIS INSTALLING
And the murmum of its riffles
WIRELESS OUTFITS
me. It seems.
Keens
To the dam where I went fishtn
(By The Amodn4 Fresa.)
And the millpont where I swum,
Paris, Dec. 4. Fifteen hundred And it keeps
plainly,
small wireless outfits have been
Tho it knows J cannot come.
In
installed
Paris jewelry, watch
and clock stores to enable
the For the Llckin' that is flowin'
Jewelers to catch the correct GreenThru my mind this autumn day,
wich meridian time as it is sent Is the river of my boyhood,
And it's flowed on far away '
dally at 10 o'clock by the Eiffel
tower. Formerly the exact time Where It emptied into manhood
had to be obtained from the obWhen the flush or youtn was on,
But I can't go back to see It
servatory by telephone.
It
The installation is simplicity
For too many years have gone,
self. The outfit, about nine Inches
In diameter, is hung on a nail in I have looked the country over
the wall. A copper wire run down
For another stream like that,
to the cellar or along a water or But it seems that God don't make
'em
serves
as
wire"
a
gas pipe
"ground
while the removal of the bulb
Any place 'cept where that's at.
from a nearby electric light and And I would go back to find It,
But the road Is closed to me,
the Insertion of a contact plug take
the place of antennae.
It can be And the only trail that leads there
Is a happy memory.
done in live minutes.
T. B. C.
The outfit can be regulated to
sent
Is
out
hear everything that
THFRE IS A IHFFFRFNCF,
from the Eiffel tower. ' The correHOME - COOKED
spondent listened In when the BETWKEV
HOME-COOKEpress matter was being sent out CHICKENS AND
HAM IN A
BAKED
were
clear
one day and the signals
SANDWICH.
EATS, SWEETS,
and easily heard,
INN,
COLLEGE
DANCING.
Journal Want Ads bring results. PHONE -- 41.

D

Mark Registered U. S. Patent Office)

Bond-Dillo-

firit-clas-

216 North
K Bhott Metal
Worki.
Third.
FOR BAI.K-"- in
extra good uied can;
Melntoah Auto Co, 401
eaay termi.
Weat Central.
FOR SALB--Truclnewly overhauled.
Atlantla
cheap for cash. 815 Wet
'
Phone 1420-FOR BAl.B 1921 Model Ford roadlti-r- .
Duke City Oarage, SIS
with etartcr.
North Third, phone 807-FOR SALE Oldsmublle tlx. In excellent condition; a bargain; cash or
terme. 1304 Weet Central, phone ,4Si--

AUTO COMPANY tor
MoINTOSU
ueed tires, all ntzee, used paru; Maxwell, Rtudenakor, lteo and Chalmera cart.
60S Woet Cotitr n .
FOR SALE Paltte touring oar, Junt overhauled; caulf or tonne; thla la a bargain; must be aold account owner leaving
BEK

city. Duka City Garage.
FOB SALE Two 'lulik light alxei, 191J
750; Ford trucK.
models, t660 ana
Tord truck, worm drive,
H75; one-f- n
$ : o 0 . Ford apeeilster.
1175; Dodge tour
ing cut. 140(1, lis 'Vont cold
I WILL BE" . my car. cheap; 191
roadater, ne
Stuuebakor, three-seateU. 8. L. battery and new horn; tlrea ani
tubea good as now; car In good running J
ahape; am alc't and not able to take car
ot It; thla will sure be a bargain to you. 801 South Edith.

lost" And found

FOU.M) Suit case; owner can havo on
1211 South John,
identification
n
LOST
Silver and Coal,
Fetween
Soventh atreot, motometor and radiator cap; return to 706 West Silver, "
reward.
call lt-R- ;

By Gene Byrne
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SEE

A REAL BARGAIN

steam
rooms, modern;
heat: good front and back
screened porches; full size lot.
This- is a good brick house,
located close In on paved
street and can ba bought as a
real bargain. Call us for an
appointment.
-

FOR RENT
Some very desirable furnished and unfurnished houses and
apartments in all parts of tho
city.
Tell

us what you want
may have It.
D, T. KINGSBURY.

mw;Slef"
'
?
gP'N

"

Tl1Ni

"o

M

1

1

dropped

A
Mn

UNDERSTAND VQO ARE
AT
HOOIsE TONKrlT

WHAT'S THAT?
IL.L AND

HANDY- - C

CANT

ESTATE?

we

REALTOR
Loans and Innnranoe.
210 W. Gold.
Phone 007--

IQR SALE

MAKE
a

A.

SOME BARGAINS

ten-roo- m

with

frame cottage, lUepIng
furniahed, corner
completely
lot; hlfrhlandB, one block from Central avenuo; terms.
JS.00O
One of the finest homes on East
silver avenue; seven rooms and bath;
oxtra fine sleeping porch; full basement; hot water heat, laundry, fine
electrical equipment, good garage Tvith 120 S.
servant's quarters.
$2,100
porch,

US AN OFFER

brick
double
two baths.
dwelling
and bath on each side, furnished, soparate entrance, only
five blocks from postoffice..
OWNER VERT ANXIOUS
TO SELL, so call
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH7,
Realtors.
On

Fourth.

FtVe-roo-

Phone

Realtor.

FOR RENT
Male.
FIREMEN, BRAKEMEN. beginner. $130,
Write Railway,
later $250 monthly.
care Journal.
EfiprJOYMBNT OFFICE We fun lh all
110
kind! of help. Try our eervm.
Fruth Third, phone S54-WANTED Capable earner and manager
for email bank iu New Mexico; mult
hare A- -l references and Invest. Address
Bank, care Journal.
Femme
Good family
WANTED
coolc
Phone

Dwellings

furnished
tsge. 1727 West Central.
Four-roofurnished house,
FOR RENT
modern, 1215 South Walter.
FOR RENT Five-rooand bath with
range. Call 212 North Walnut.
FOR
RENT
Furnished house,
four
rooms and bath. 425 West Santa Fe.
rour-rooFOR" RENT
house, at 328 North Fourth.
Dr. Eas- terday.
FOR RENT Five-roomodern bungalow with glassed-l- n
sleeping porch. 314
South Sixth.
FOR RENT Four-roofurnished
adults; no sick. Inquu-- 913
North Second.
FOR RENT December 8, dandy little
modern home, furnished;
I're- fer Icaae. 11. H.. care Journgara?;
il.
five-rooFOR
RENT
two
Dandy
glassed sleeping porches, furnished or
unfurnished. 521 North Thirteenth.
FOR RENT Houses
and apartments;
three, four and five rooms; some furnished. W. H. McMIIllon, 200 West Oold.
FOR RENT Five-roohouse, completely
furnished: modern; good location; no
children; $65. Inquire 504 West Marble,
In rear.
FOR RENT Small bungalow, on. room,
glsssed sleeping porch, furnished for
housekeeping; lights and water paid, 610
FOR

KENT

S10 W. Gold.

Phone 459.J.

FLEHSCD, Reatter

HELP WANTED

Two-roo-

Why not have a home of your
own consisting of four rooms
xnd glassed In sleeping porch,
built-i- n
features, oak floors,
turnace heat and large basement? This place Is priced to
sell quickly. Call.
A. L. MARTIN CO.,
Realtors.
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loens.
238 W. Gold Ave.
Phone 156.

Dandy lot
Lot and Adobes for six
750
room house
Wa have a customer for your
house let's have It
SHELLEY .REAITT CO.,

414.

SUDDEN SERVICE.
lusurance In all Its branches. Loans, The Red Arrow (all over tha Weit) renSurety Bonds.
der. Hidden aervlc. on Kodak finishing
Ill South Fourth Street, Neit to F. O. to people who demand quality. Work
riione 674.
In before 11 a. m. mailed .ana day.
Work In before I p. n. mailed noon next
Address work to
day.
THHJ RED ARROW.
FOR SALE
E. Lee Vega
Albuquerque
, Good double furnished house, four
want
a representative In XO'JK
(Wa
rooms, $2,000, $200 cash and $60 a
territory.)
month.
Three-rooand bath, new furnished house, garage;
highlands, half
block from street car; $3,600, $500
cash and $(10 a month.
WANTED TO BORROW
Three-roomodern adobe house,
new, plastered, splendid lot, $1,400,
S2.000 at 8 Pi r Cent
?2oo cash, $25 a month.
First Mortgage. 50 Per Cent
Three-rooand two porches, frame
Valuation. Address
house, close In, $l,6b0, $50 cash, and
$"0 a month.
27-- R,
Care Journal.
New
house, good lft,
$800, $150 cash and $20 a month for
a year and then $10 a month.
house,
Absolutely new two-rooframe, hlKhlands, full size corner lot,
"A BARGAIN"
JI.OOO, $200 cash and $20 a month.
Two three-rooadobe houses, on
New four room frame, large front
full sized lot, with shade and fruit
and back porch, full lot, garage.
trees, very close to shops, $1,400 ,$100
Chicken house. Furnished comcash and $25 a month.
Good three-rooadobe house, good
plete, including sewing machine,
lot, $S00, $50 cash and $20 a month.
victrola, etc. Only 2,350. Terms.
Four-rooadobe house, highlands,
Mcdonald & worsham.
good corner lot, $1,100, $50 cash and
$20 a month.
Real Estate, Insurance.
KRAI. ESTATE EXCHANGE,
108 S. Third.
Phono 086-409 Heat Copper.
riione 79.

THINK

$5,000
850
450

m

FOR

$55

'

SALE

FOR SALE

CI

RY BODDY'S

J,

D.

E!SDN

Phone 41 0.

Miscellaneous

aa heater.

1104 West

Ccn-tra-

l.

FURNISHED,

If

Fl'RNISIIED HOME

FRUIT TREES

Of six good rooms, two porches,
large lot, close in. Live in one
side rent of other half will meet
payments. Hmull payment down.
Only $3,700.
Wo have a few small ranches

closo to town for sale or trade
for city property.
ROLUV E, GCTHRIDGE,
314 W. Gold Ave
Pliouc 1023.

FOR

SALE

gain.

heat
near postoffice

a

$5,500

SHADE TREES AND
S
F R O M ALBU.
QUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOl'XU & CO.
Albuquerqui), N. M.

Miscellaneous

FOR RENT
and sleeping

ANTED

Cattle

.38

ItK.s T Rooms, 11a North iiulih.
FOR RENT Furnished front room.
e

uk

WeBt Oold.

A REAL SNAP
modern brick, with glassed
steeping porch, largo front screened
porch, also mu oir the kitchen,
latest built In features, hardwood
floors and finish throughout, large
lot, Just
outside
city limits, tu
Fourth ward; $:.4.'0 canh will handle, balance of $2,(iD0 at 8 per cent.
For rent, m,d-rrripartment, three
rooms and batlr, cl'so in ou South
Arno .treet.
A. C. STAKE,
310 West lluld Avenue.
Phone 118.

tu

ii'Oii cutkiiin and eervinf
Partlga- Phuns 1589-V ANTKU- - -- I'lowing'
and

bo

aril,
dinner
team

i'lione
and
work.

PUL1S11ED and set up.
Bedding Co., phone 471.
HALLINU of nil klnde done. Joe Corona, phone 1820-WANTED
Your garbage, Pmine 2408-Uor write C. W. Hunter, general delivery.

S

Five-room-

s

modern
$50.00.

and sleeping porch
bungalow. West Central,

THE METCALP AGENCY,

We will sell you a lot In either
Addition, build a house on it
to suit you. Very small cash
balance less than
payment,
rent.
See us at once.

Miscellaneous

FRANKLIN

OVES

EXPERTS trunk and furniturecratTng7
boots, chapVand a Six-rooCall for Joe. Phones 307 or 395; prices
porch,
100 modern brick home, well furnish- reas- u.blo.
Smith &. Wesson revolver.
IDOS-West Iron, phone
ed; close In Highlands. Good deal WANTED Cattle to feed, ensilage and
to right party.
hay, $4 per month. W. J. llydu. Phone
KENT -- Rooms
2414-R-

FOlfSA I.Et'owboy

ti)R

TTO

ONE AHD

J.

WANTED

UUUUSON

Cleaning paper and
cleaning kalsomlne; all work guaranteed. Phone C34-WANTED
To buy
a team of work
horses, harness and wagon for cash.
Apply room 105 Combs Hotel.
WANTED
Well located building lot In
i'ourtrr ward; give location and price
Address Lot, care Journal.
SCAVENGER
AND GENERAL HAUL
INO. Reasonable ratcB. E. A, Griffith,
722 East Iron, phone 2319-R- .
i?
uii.M l uru'j wantea; aleo cook si 've or
heater.
Phone 820-range and
after 6 p. ra., until 10 a. m.
HEALTHY CHILDREN cared for at your
tiome, day or evening; best references.
Address M. A, X., care Journal.
UNION
LATHERS
done
Lathing
promptly by J. E. Thlehoff ft Sons,
1104 North Eleventh, phone 875-THE MURl'HBY FURNITURE COM
PANY will pay fair prices for usad
furniture. .125 South First, phone 944-WELDJNO
AND CUTTING of metals;
alsu welders' supplies and carbide for
sale. is. m. Sleel Co., Inc.. phone 1947-WANTED
Twelve or
fifteen hundred
dullars on $3,500 property; wilt pay 9
per cent, for three years. Address P, II.,
csro Journal.
MAX BARGAIN
STORE, at 313 South
First, will pay th highest price, for
your second-hanclothing, .hoe. and
furniture.
Phone 858.
RUG CLEANERS
MATTRESSES
renovated. $3.50 and up.
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin
Co.,
Bedding
phone 471.
DOKAK
BETTER
FINISHING It is
better. Return postage paid on mail
orders. Tho Barnum Studio, 21D1, West
Centrsl, Albuquerque, N. M.
MAN AND WIFE
want work of any
kind, at once. Xan drive truck; wife
good cook; capable and reliable; will go
anywhere. Address P. A., care Journal.
WILL GIVE PIANO storage and excellent care In private home; family of
only two adults. Can give thoroughly
satisfactory local references. Address S.
J. B-- csre Journal.
WANTl-.Careful Kodak finishing.
Twlca dally service. Remember, satis
faction guaranteed. Send your finishing
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna
A Hanna. Master Photographers.
RAZOR
BLADES Send or bring your
dull blades for resharpenlng; douh'e- edge, 85c; single edge, 25c per dozen;
have your razor honed and set 'iy experts; work guaranteed. Kobza Bro.hers
at Ruppe's Drug store.
ALBUQUERQUE WINDOW CLEANING
CO. Windows
cleaned
and floors
and houses
scrubbed; stores, office,
cleaned; reasonable rates and honest
work. Postoffice bog 101, A. Granone
leave your call. American Grocery, phone
&

CO.

sws'fa.ai.eeassas.Sesaal

wo haven't one to suit you
we'll build ono Just as you
want It.
Second nml Gold Avenue.
Plume (110.

bar-

location; newly decorated,
fine
furnished, large
shade; $7B0 cash, balance like
lot
$4,250
rent. Step lively, the price, $4,000. Two
fine lots, West Fruit, ..$675
J. P. GILL, REAL ESTATFJ.
W. II. McMILLIOX,
115 S. Second,
Phono 723-20fl West Gold.

ORNA-J1ENTAL-

m?p

COMPANY

&

FOR SALE IIOMES

$750 CASH

Six large rooms, two good porches
modern house, close in, splendid

FOR RENT several unrurulshed rooms.
14 South Edltb.
FOR RENT Three furnished
rooms;
FOR SALE House
mudern; 1011 North First.
SALE
Hy owner, four-roohoun.
FORRE:'T Three unfurnished rooms. FOR
iiuiuire 1015 West Fruit,
329 North Fift'i.
eALt
uni'S Uuuse, uo
Fiat RENT Lovely room, six windows.
North Edith. Phone 24U1-R120 South Walter.
FOR KENT Two rooms unfurnished. Foil SALE My modern home at 8U6
1033 North Eighth.
Soot:, Edith; full sized lot, pr.;o and
1049-FOIt RENT Throe unfurnished rooms,
FOR
319
SALE
Arno.
South
Good five-roo$18 month,
WANTED
Experienced collar girl,
house, gar
age ana sma.l grocery. Call at 316
celsfor Laundry.
FOR RENT Furr..uhed
looms,
iouiii fleventii.
Phone 1B07-South Walter.
PRACTICAL
NURSE wanted. Suite II.
Harnett buidlng.
FUR iltil-stea- m Aloaui i. furnished rooms, FOR SALE Nicely furnished apartment
,.uuo ana smaii nouses furnished.
West Central.
heat.
A woman for general cook'
WANTED
Phone 1771-FUR KENT Front bed room, strictly FOR SALE
hi. 809 West Copper.
By owner, new modem
clean, closo In. 208 North Sixth.
WANTED
Girl for general housework.
house, near Robinson park, $760
Apply 82:1 North Thirteenth.
FOR RENT Two furnished light houselhon 1820-Girl for general housework;
keeping rooms. 800 Northi:lightli.
WANTED
FOR SALE
By owner, 77rVVest CoalT
pood wages.
FOR RENT Nicely furnlstiei? bed room,
Apply 105 North? First.
frame stucco, 4 rooms and
2
e.'O West Coal.
close in. Phone 1680-WANTED
Olrl for general mnusework;
arge porches, newly decorated, bath,
FOR SALE Moore range, in excellent
vacant.
Call at 1021
must stay on premises.
ierms If desired.
1S03-Furnished
room,
KENT
FOR
Phone
812
of
andirons.
also
pnva'e
condition;
pair
Wert Roma.
furnaco heat. 307 South Wftlt-.-rWest Gold.
"L-prnew
etty
modern
A cook in a family of four;
WANTED
stucco bungalow, extra well built
FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no
FOR SALE Beautiful New Gibson mi
and
D.
Mrs.
to
party,
good wages
no children.
414 West Silver. fine location.
right
119 North Elm.
dolln
model
leather
I,
ltk;
cass,
(flat
cheap.
Apply
Weinman. 708 West Copper.
Phone 1988-Call 605 North Second.
1i.1iiL.!!?i2?:
Two
RENT
FOR
light
housekeeping
WANTED Young ladles to toko ordels West Coal.
three-quartrooms and large bath. 707 South Arno. FOR SALE A four-roofuTnished
e
bed,
FOR SALE Good
for beautiful medallions; go id yav. FOR
on 60 foot lot near H. H.
springs and mattress; must be sold to FOR RENT Vivo nicely furnished rooms Only
RENT Three nicely furnished
.hops.
Call mornings, BOS North Secnnl.
$,50
for
632
A.
salt.
J.
Arno
South
quick
Ham.
rooms with sleeping porch; chicken day.
81a West Mclvin
for housekeeping.
mond. 824 East Silver.
EARN HOARD Room and 110 month yard and basement;
Phone 1522-405 FOR SALE
all modern.
Saddle,
gasoline loy.
I' OR
while attending school; catalogue free. South Walter.
SALE Modern bungalow, four
615
West
other
articles.
ranch
tank;
room
RENT
with
FOR
Furnished
900
Vi
privl
South
room, and
Jlackay Business College,
FOR RENT Four rooms,
unfurnished Atlantic. Phone 1420-lege of parlor; garage available. Phona screened porches, bath, front and back
Main, Los Angeles.
fireplace, lawn, garden,
house, with two aoreened-l- n
iron 1714-porches, FOR SALE Four-ca- p
wrought
range,
gas stove,
for
Included.
1201
general
WANTED Competent girl
East Copper.
range, Home Comfort make, wood or FOR RENT Nicely furnished front bed 1009 Forrester.
Inquire 210 North
housework; must be able to cook. Ap- Cedar, or phone 2378-1304 South Walter.
$21.
coal,
217
also
room,
garage.
adjoining
118
bath;
FOR
SALE
Mrs.
Meyer,
MUST
Leopold
SELL IMMEDIATE-Lply mornings,
five-rooFOR RENT New
modern, FOR SALE 4125 hot water heater, for West Gold.,
South Fourteenth.
Inspect and make
your offer.
$35; suitable for heating .tore, ware
completely furnished, house or threo
for Four-roohouse, bath, porches, garWANTED Woman living near Central room, with use of kitchen. Call morn- house or work shop. 110 South Walnut. FOR RENT Onefor nice large room 617
ages, full size lot. Everything In good
housekeeping,
lady employed.
avenue car line to keep house and cook ings only. 818 North Seventh.
FUR SALE Used tractors,
West Silver.
and 5
625 North sixth.
repair.
for family of two, from 7 to 3; good FOR
RENT Furnished
with gang plows. Hardware Departcottage, two
'
FOR KENT One upstair, room, furnishFuu SALE Account leaving city, furwages. Phone 1935-rooms with sleeping porch, and large ment J. Korhet & Co.
ed for housekeeping, $12 pur month,
nished or unfurnished
modWANTED Ladles all over New MexliO yard; light, and water paid, rent $25; on
610 West Coal.
ern house; .creened porches, nicely arFOR SALE One 9x12 br.wn two-ton- e
to take orders for my medallions; good car line.
Apply 1218 South Edith.
,Itnrrv
rug, one large etroit Jewel gas range. FOR RENT Nicely furnished front oed ranged for two famlllea. West Central,
n.,liilari
-FOR RENT Small cottage, nicely fur Call' mornings.
Phone 1438-J- .
room, to lady employed; furnace hei. near park. Phone owner, 2204-J- .
j
Rea, for. North Second, Alb iqu rqai-,
nished for man and wife, nice sleep FUR SALE Fresh
FOR SALE By owner, five-root New Mexico,
pork, by the half or 605 North Blxth.
.
and
sun, southeast exof
ing
"
porch,
plenty
C.
whole hog. Delivered.
f
W, Hunter, FOR KENT Furnished rooms for lis, lit
large front porch, modern bungalow.
llnln .,
I.I,, U I,.
posure.
Inquire 801 South Edith.
2409-RIn
residence
good
815
evenings.
phone
east
South
Broadwiy,
section;
front,
housekeeping.
FOR RENT Furnished
cottage, three CLARIFIED and Pasteurized milk. There phono 1581-lawn and tree., In very best condition;
IF YOU CAN RETOUCH, call at Walton
rooms and bath and glassed-l- n
south
would
Studio; we will lend you stand. 11314
for quick sale; leaving
Is only one place to obtain it. Albu
FOR RENT Rooms for light house- town. sacrifice
Phone 381-West Central, phone 923,
1486-key at querque
sleeping porch
Phone
West Central, over
Dairy Association. Phona 351.
319J,
1524
keeping.
East Central, phone or call beWANTED Mercantile clerks, dip'irtment tween
FOR SALE Three-rooand sleeping
9 and 12 a. m
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot- Woolworths.
managers, office help it all k;nc.
porch,
facing .outh; good condition;
In
tage cheese; also fresh milk
gallon FOR KENT Beautiful furnished sleepone-ha- lf
Expert Service P.urenu, 221 West Gold,
block from Fourth
lots. Swayne'a Dairy, phone 1915-no sick. Phone 1007. 420 outbuildings,
WANTED
Position
rooms;
Mexico.
ing
New
Albuquerque,
street, near Fourth street school: nrlce
SALE
Beautiful new J. P. beeburg South Edith.
bookkeepers, PRACTICAL NURSING; price reusouaU?. FOR
Wi NTM1) stenographers,
fj.ouu. mo west Mciumey.
player-pianmahogany case; rash .or FOR KENT Two rooms and sleeping I; OK BALE
Phono 1370-accountants, and all forms of office
By owner, in the Fourth
Particulars phone 1804-Jporclr, furnished for housekeeping, lil
help. Apply Southwestern Educational WANTED
clerical easy payments.
and
modern bungalow, garward,
Stenographlo
FOR SALE Chicken sandwiches, Plg'n South High, phone 2049-Exchange, Chamber of Commerce build
work.
age, ha. light and heat; very best resiPhone 1666-Mexico.
In
cream
Ice
the
Whistle
best
candle.,
lug, Albuquerque,New
FOR KENT Nice front room, adjoining dential district In city; priced right;
WANTED
to
take
Washlns
and
Ironing
free. College Inn,
city. We deliver
with hot and cold water; no easy terms: not nrlced over nhone:
bath,
CLERKS, for "postal Mall and Govern
home.
105 East Coal, phone 1606-phone 241.
shown by
sick. 311 South Arno.
m.nt Fluid service. 1125 month. Ex WANTED
Phone
only.
appointment
work tu take home, FOR SALE Good selection of Navajo
Laundry
free
For
particuunnecessary.
FuK KENT Nice front bed room, m t- - 2040-perlenee
or by the day. Phone 2101-- J.
and Germamown pillow tops,
lars of examinations, instructions, write
315 North FOR SALE
rug.
no
cor-nfor
sick.
able
two;
on
30x40,
house,
Large
WOMAN WANTS
R Terry, (former Civil Service examinday work, washing, priced for quick sale. 1005 East Cen- Eleventh, phone 5670-- J,
lot, eighty-four-fofront; fifteen 252.
house
Phone tral. Phone 14H-Ironing,
cleaning.
er), 26 Continental Bldg., Washington, 1538-fruit
trees,
and
aooseberries:
Two
ana
grape,
RENT
room,
FOR
porch;
V. K. Frleraon.
"BUSINESS CHANCES
I). C.
CAKES made to
NICE HOME-MAD$2,600. Can have $1,580 at $35 per
phone service, hot and cold water. 211 price
WANTED
montn. will take light car as part first FOR SALE
order; leave your order n w f.-- fruit South High.
Washing and Ironing to take
Garage, beat location in
2C9
"FOR SALE Livestock
also
Mrs.
1524 North Second.
home;
clothe, rough dried; prices cake, for Christmas.
Ma'key,
town. Phone 879.
FOR KENT Sleeping room, for gentle payment.
1508-East Sliver, phone 1285-modern house In FOR SALE Growing business. $450 will
men employed, 38.00 up; no sick. 318 BY OWNER,
1R SALE
Team of liorsea. 1303 South very reasnnaDie. 1'none
WE AUDIT, CHECK, OPEN, CLOSE and BUTTER Ask your
Fourth ward, hard wood floor., fire
grocer for Albu- West Silver.
Fourth.
handle. Address Box A, care Journal,
WILLIAMS & ZANG,
three
querque Dairy Association butter; if FOR RENT Furnished two rooms and place, large screened
keep books.
porches,
mI'sale Fresh young cow and bred room
II
701-grocery and
at
can
not
call
Mellnl
you,
Phone
your
grocer
light,
supply
airy bed rooms with extra large FOR SALE Small
building.
717 South Arno.
$21
Joes.
and
water,
Call at 811 South Seventh.
porch;
sleeping
1
light
Second.
North
dwelling.
on
with
the
fronts
east
closets,
dairy,
large lot
and keep
Phone 15I1-M- .
does ana irying NURSE wants position, nursing
SALE Bucks,
lawn,
In
WANTED
excellent
trees,
Active
etc.;
everything
Fine
SALE
box;
FOR
partner in poultry
the
or
jh
healthseeker
apples, by
ing house for invalid
rabbits. 710 west leaa.
Sunny southeast room, bath condition;
term. If desired. Phone
business; must have $400. 801 South
Jonathans, Roman Beauties, Arkansaw FOR KENT near
- two years' experience In hospital. Ad1977-good boarding
Broadway.
j'OR SALE Horse, wagon, harness, Jer- dress N. C. care Journal.
Black, Oanos, Ben Davis, Wine Sapps. 210adjoining;
North Walter.
ev cow and cair.
J3iu iNorm rirn. FIRST-CLAS- S
or call Wm. Dolde, 705
FOR SALE By owner: Four modern FOR SALE One of the vest buslne...
OFFICE man, also type- Phone H28-FOR KENT A suite of two rooms with
South Broadwqy.
SALE Two thoroughbred French
bungalow. In Highland., on. and one-ha- lf
properties In Albuquerque. 215 South
wants
pbr.
at
once,
either
writer,
position
Call
n'lrndala nups. three month, old.
blocks from Central on car line; First street. Inquire at Savoy Hotel
completely furnished; steam heat.
temporary or permnnent; highest refer- SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions 308bath,
n
Fourth.
South
four
glassed-iand
5408-Rrooms,
bath,
plastered
ences.
Address "Mac," care Journal.
prevent fallen Insteps; cure, all foot
for
furnished
sleeping porch, front and back porch. FOR SALE
RENT Rooms,
horse and light WE FILL any position from an office boy troubles, $1.00. Plantar Arch Supports. FOR
confectionary
FOR SALE Young
Bee Qr.evlcn.
connected with bath. $3,600 to $3,850; $500 to $750 cash, balLeather Co., 408 West
housekeeping;
goods; good
shop, handling high-grad- e
to a general manager.
If you want Thos. F. Keleher 1057-spring wagon; cheap.
ance like rent. Good investment; now location;
J.
410 South Edith.
Phone
low rent.
Address Shop, care
212 West Silver.
snappy service, phone or write Kxpert Central.
$55 per month. Will Journal.
for
and
$60
renting
221 West O
Albun
RENT
Thirty-eigroom,
FOR
SALE
Service
FOR
horse,
furnished
front
Bureau.
Large
p'stol,
drlvltig
SALE
.pocial
sell furnished or unfurnished.
FOR
Apply at FOR SALE Pool room, cold drink stand
0
man preferrod'no lck. Phone 13S5-$25;
$25; sixteen
Winchester,
querque, New Mexico,
ougay.
710 East Central.
with ruDoer-tire- a
gauge Ithaca shotgun, $25, and twenty- - 601 South Third St.
and twenty rooms In connection; good
IF IN NEED of
phone 889-experienced
807
) Old Town,
two
West
In
new
all
condition.
JVU
rifle;
lease, some terms. S13 South First,
FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms and
FOR SALE Furniture
stenographer, bookkeeper or other of- Mountain
i'OR SALS Two horses, two oolts.
1877-658-road,
phone
no
Southfice
phone
us.
with
communicate
two
persons;
sleeping porch, for
help,
chickens and good collie dog, cheap.
FOR SALE One roll-to- p
desk and t w I ROOMING
ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
western Educational Exchange, Clerical
children. 110 South Walnut, ,
HOUSE
Rooms all filled;
Mr Lawrence. 1204 North Eleventh.
flat-lo- p
almcst
with
desks,
Comchairs;
GOOD
gal$1
for
Service
all
Chamber
of
of
per
kind,
roofs,
central
Department,
profitable investment.
work horses.
IMPERIAL ROOMS I'lca, clean rooms; new.
Barber-Maltlan- d
FOR SALE Four head
IIS South Inquire atlocation;
Co.,
lon.
South
110
N. M
Tha
merce
Mazano
Co.,
Albuquerque,
building,
genand
Everybody's
Candy Shop, $2$
or
sound
Pastime
week.
Over
rate, by day
Second.
weight 1.200 pounds;
524.
WaVut, pbona 1884-South Third.
Try a built up Theater. 2111,
West Central.
also one aet double harness, Phone phone
five-rootle;
roof, will last as long a. the building.
BALE
FOR
of
a
Furniture
TO
SOME
EXCHANGE
LIKE
WOULD
2412-RNicely furniahed room and
FOR SALE Real Estate FOR SALE Colt .St automatic target FOR RENT porch,
house, practically new and absolutely
CAPITAL PLUS EXPERIENCE
next to bath. 114 sanitary, complete
sleeping
horses,
Co.
$400.
In
City
also
Realty
FOR SALE care load good work
of
In
$25;
FOR
business
worth.
condition,
Interest
pistol,
perfect
SALE
"EutOiilX
Lever
proven
FOR
lot. 1418
North Edith, phone 2278-207 West Oold, phone 667.
some good mares, all young; some are
Addres.
Postoffice Box
Call C2I South Walter, Colt ,38 army special revolver,
$350; term..
porch and two FOR SALE Heating stoves, oil lreaters, 834:
rot broke, at Grande Wagon yard, 10 phone
barrel, checkered walnut atocks, In new FOR RENT Qiaased-l- n
2314-114
street.
across
board
29,
rooms;
Mr.
airy
North Broadway.
$27.
10x13 tent, wardrobe, dressers, library
Nelson, cottage
FOR SALE Fine 50 tool lot on East condition,
North Maple, phone 1886-bargain, five sscond-han- d
Methodist Sanatorium.
tables, Victor phonograph, $30; large FOR SALE At a and
youneFOR SALE Fine bred rabbits; allreasonSilver at reduced price. J. A. Ham-menone billiard table.
pool table,
125
used furniture,
ELGIN HOTKL Slevpina room, auo stock of htgh-elas- a
first-olastock: new hutches; will sell
824 East Silver.
In
condition; also one twelve-fohousekeeping aparttnenta. by the day. South First.
A- -l
ble; must leave city, can moruings, FOR SALE Two-acr- e
soda
oondition. In
fountain,
tract,
highest FOR SALE Five hundred shares of City week or month. 50J
We.i Central.
FOR SALE Davenport, princes, dreaser, quire at 120 West Sliver.
iar ALE211 west xnarquetie.
land In valleyi two blocks from North
Dr. R.
below par.
E'eetrlo
library table,
chairs, Economy gas
Hunt
KENT
furnished
in-SFOR
Beautifully
Carload fvesh Jersey milk Fourth street; water rights; two miles L. Hust. N.Railway,
T. Armljo building.
bed room, steam heated, running wate.; range, kitchen eablnet, window shades, BUSINESS FOR SALE Old on tabllshld
Phone 2412-Row. and several aprlnger cows, from out; term..
mercantr business, located
railroad.
dress form, tub, boiler, buckets. Singer
no sick. 611 West Coal, phone 1102-J- .
old; all tuberculin
se to six year,
maohln., and other articles; nice Will ..II for valu. of Improve Dent, i.loos
suitable sewing
ed. Can be seen at McAllister Yard, FOR
RENT
FOR
Furnished
room,
Rooms
Good
RENT
Office
in
reason
furInn
If
for
rested
to
chance
for
a
selling.
young couple
buy
FOR BALE Ladles heavy toupe grey
Not h First, corner Mountain road.
for on. or two people employed; fur- niture and occupy
same apartment; heat, good si led proposition, addr.ss gostoft'ee
coat, fur collar, lined throughout, has nace heat; board if
FOHuf.VT Office rooms!'r'r8i8 ii? West
112 North
desired.
6
888
of
bog
oreedere
and
are
Room.
We
furnished.
grade
water
SALE
seen very little wear, size 36, price $10; Tenth.
light,
Central, over Woolworth'..
Occidental Hotel. 2221s East Central.
lBtein cowa, and have on hand bo-- i
misses, navy blue wool poplin Jacket,
.team also
three and four hundred qholca FOR RENT Attraotlvewateroffice,furnished.
FUR SALE Poultry-Egg- s
size 30, price $3.50; these goods have WOODWORTH Newly furnished, nice,
and
heat, light
clean rooms and housekeeping apartnever been worn by the sick. Phone
and helfera. Aa we ara a little
PERSONAL
313
WE
HUT POULTRY AND RABBITS of
a
limited
or
sell
week
postoffice.
month,
Wright
would
opposite
building,
10S3-ments,
by
room,
S18
day,
for
or
led
call at
South ArnOj
802 South
all kinds. Phone 852-VIOLIN lesson, by
French violinist
South Third.
,er at a reasonable price. The City FOR RENT Three very desirable office
522 South Broadway, phone 1561-Colo.,
Broadway.
Denver,
rent
will
room.
water:
rooms
d
FOIt RENT Two well furnished
Dairy Company,
light, heat and
BALK
Beautiful
FOR
FOR SALE Entire stock puru-hre8. C.
,b York 7541.
for light housekeeping, with
PHRENOLOGIST
large
separately or a. a whole. A. B. Milner,
pieces, such a. buffet .els, luncheon
It, I. Reds, breeding pens r singles;
31014 West Central, phone 928.
JONES, 113 Cornell avenue,
porch, electrla light, and gas; SARAH M.
sets, sofa pillows, piano covers and any- sleeping
2166-a
lot of bronze 'urkeyj,
no children.
Mr..
fine
also
410
"MONEY TO LOAN
Central.
East
phone
Xmaa
for
wish
you
gifts.
thing
may
Call FOR RENT Nice front bed room, southWA M ED
Order, taken; prices reasonable.
FOR RENT Ranches
Private pupils; tmchoi ha. H. B. Watklm, phone 2416-JuNliY TO LOAN On watohee, dia80J
POULTRY
YARDS
RED
and
at
West
Iron.
ern
hot
water
for
hot
Thoroughbred
special training
exposure,
heat,
primary grudta.
monds, guna and everything valuable FOR KENT Thlrty-flve-acr- o
ranch. Ap- H. C. R. I.
cold running water; gentleman preferred; 219 Nirth High, phone 1193-J- .
Red., Ringlet Barred Rocks,
Mr. B. Marcus. lit South First.
pu M. Mandell Clothing Store.
cockerels, pullets, hens and pens for breed
USE EFFECT O AUTO TOP and seat no sick.
Apply 820 North Seventh.
watches
on
seven-acre
KORdiamonda,
kMONEY"TO LOAN
413 West Atlantic, phone 1483-RENT A
Vals-pa- r.
ranch; two
ing.
FOR
Effecto
OR
Auto
TRADE
Enamel,
SALE
dressing.
ml e from the Bare las bridge. Phone
and gold Jewelry! liberal reliabl..
MOUNTAIN
VIEW" S. C. R. I. Red.,
TYPEWRITERS
Valspar Enamels on automobiles.
lanchT
KESIDLNCE Will exchange
fidentlal Gottlieb J!we;ry Co.. 105 N. lt. 1830-won twenty ribbons January, 1921: a
Paint, Homestead TYPF.WRiTEltS
Plymouth
Cottage
,T. Lomax. 1020 North Twelfth.
W.
overhauled
diaAll
on
FOR
RENT
A
Cement.
and
make,
Jewelry,
superb lot of cockerel, and cork, now
CONFIDENTIAL loana
large farm with big past- Floor Pnlnt, Roof Taint
and repaired. Rlbbona for every ma- WILL trade eight-roon'.Ui s Satisfaction
ure, all fenced; five and one-ha- lf
Thos. F. Keleher
modern house in ready for .ale; bred from my finest exassured.
monds watch... Liberty bonds, planjs,.
Exchine.
Rothmar.
from
Central.
408
Sea
Leather
In
Real
Phon.
C.
West
rate..
McCanna'a
for
Albuquerque Typewriter
P. F.
hibition matlngs; visitors welcome.
Co.,
Lowe.t
nutoinoblles.
city.
Magdalena
Albuquerproperty
1057-J- .
Still West Iron.
122 south Fourth, que.
Bonded t the .tat. Estate Office.
P. Hay, 231 North High.
? South First.
change, phona 903-J- .,

r

iLEVEKisxir

Keleher, Realtor,l

811 W. Gold.

$8,500.00

Worth of lots on must sliver, near
HIGHLAND PARK the past month.
A few
choice
lot. left at
$500 and up on easy term..
3. A. HAMMOND,
821 East Silver.
fhona 152 W

Will handle this cosy, small
home In the north lowlands.
Partly furnished and we can
give Immediate possession. Rent
payments will buy It. Better
get settled for the winter.

60-fo-

brick, sleeping porch,
right up to date except furnace,
located on University
Heights.
Prico only $3,760, good terms.
R. McCLVGIIAX, REALTOR.
204 V. (.old. Phono 442-.Real Estate, Loans, Insurance,
Notary Public.
Five-roo-

DEST IN TOWN.
MILIU
Phone 2413-RFOR KAI.li Guaranteed
Navajo rugs.
20S South Arno.
FOR SALE Canary birds, 218 South
Walter, phone K67-.DOANE'S milk gallon lots; no delivery.
1301 North First.
FUR SALE Heed aulky. Phone 19S9-or call 709 West Fruit.
FOR SALE Cement blocks, cheap.
South Walter, phone 2314-SWEET CIDER (ioc a gallon; war lax,
0 cents.
110 South Walnut.
Winchester
FOR SALE Twelve-gaug- e
pump shotgun. 410 North Sixth.
DENVER POST delivered at your door,
OGc
per month. Phone 1949-FOR SALE New $1,500 Baldwin player
plann, t.'iOO, Phone 1S25-FOR SALE Cabinet phonograph with
records, cheap. 830 North Twelfth.
Na'vaYo rTtos Positively at cost. J17
North Mulberry, phone 1730-FOR SALE Medium size Orbon
Phone 1762-J- .
FOR quick sale, good sl;:e
A-- l
condition. Phone 1122-cheap,
FOR SALE Harvard heater and
almost new. 901 North Seventh.
FOR KALE Winter
dog
house, two
new
feather pillows. 710 West
pairs
Lead.
FOR SALE Edison machine and fortyPhone
five records; good aa new.
2404-JT

CUT OUT RENT

per month;

Two rooms, sleeping porch,
furnished, Fourth Ward, $20
per month.
Two rooms and bath, sleeping
porch, furnished, Highlnnda,
$32.00 per month.
DIECKMAXN REALTJCO.
Realtors.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
309 West Gold Ave. Phone 370.

FOR

SOLD

YOUR OWN TERMS

ANYWHERE
EXCEPT IN
UNIVERSITY HKIGHTS?
WE DO
All parts of Albuquerque and
the whole state.
FOR RFVT
TWO STORKS
Best location rn West Central
avenue. No Information given
over phone.
FOR T1T5NT
Several furnished houses.
Several unfurnished
houses,
at all prices.
FOR SALE
Real Good Homes
East Silver Ave.
t rooms, porches, hot air
heat, $7,000, furnished.
6
rooms, porches, hot air
heat, $5,700, furnished.
East Central Ave.
Several beautiful new bungalows on easy terms.
University Heights
Several
dandy
bungalows,
priced, $3,650
up, on easy
terms.
Fourth Ward
New Bungalow 4 rooms,
hardwood
porches,
fireplace,
floors, shade and grass, only
Terms.
$3,750.
TO SEE THESE CALL

RENT

Six rooms .and sleeping porch,
fireplace,
modern,
furnace,

Fourth Ward,
unfurnished.

NOW READY
Streets
water
all graded,
mains and electric light lines
in, plat filed and lots now
In
for sale
tho
beautiful
BRANSON ADDITION . (corner
Mountain Road and Seventh
street). Only 20 lots to soli
and 4 already sold. It's the
choicest property we know and
only $400 and $450 for
lots.
Cash or terms,
$20 cash and $10 a month
W. C. THAXTON
705 Mountain Road

ALMOST DAILY
WE ARE ASKED THIS
QUESTION:
DO YOU HANDLE REAL

THEH
COME IN
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VALUE-WE-

j

REALTORS

Phone

Third and Gold

For

Rent-Room-

s

ROOM AND BOARD,
way.
ROARD $8 per week.

C57

with Board
511

South EroaU- -

Mr.. Knight, 200
South Broadway.
NICELY furnished roon. with board;
private family; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
FOR
RENT Room and board, with
board. 410
sleeping porch; flrst-claEast Central.
FOR RENT Large furnished room with
table board; rutes for two people. 217
South Fourth.
GOOD BOARD
and sleeping porches,
southern exposure; seven miles sou.n
of town, $40 per month. Phone 2408-RFOR
furnished
room
RENT Nicely
with- board, lady preferred.
618 West
Fruit. Phone 1472-ROOM AND BOARD
Front loom, ad
joining bath: private family. 703 South
Arno, pnone I238-J- ,
HUM-Ne- wly
rooux
furnished
ion
with or without board. 413 Soutn
Broadway, phone 1909-Ideul location tor
jamesun s RANCH
tew reservation, now
healthseekers;
available. Phon. 2228-FOR ItEN'i sleeping porch and room,
adjoining bath, with board; rate. $56
month. 1638 East Central.
F R RENT Room ana sleeping porch.
i. 1th board for convalescents; gentlemen only; private home. Phona 2148-HOME BOARDING HOUSE
Nice, warm
sleeping rooms; good home cooking.
904 SouthThlrd;
short walk from station,
FOR HEALTHSEEKERS Modern
with nurse sen-Ice- .
Cnsa de Pro, 813 West Oold, phone 614-FOR REST Nice rooms with sleeping
porches, with board, for convalescents.
M.s, Reed, SI 2 South Broadway, phone
626.

Rooms
FOR RENT
with
sleeping
porches; board If desired. Also gar
age for rent 301 South Edith. Ph me
1340-.-

FOR RENT Furnaced-heate- d
bed lo-- m
with private entrance to bath; luri,e
sleeping porch, for two. 1207 East
FOR KENT Bed room
and .leeplng
porch, adjoining bath, in furnace heat
ed home; suitable for one or two lady
convalescents. Phone 1422-1420 East
Sliver.
MIRAMONTES-ON-THE-ME8-

A

SANATORIUM-HOTEL
for tubercular
convalescents; graduate nurse In at
tendance; rate, by the week or month.

Call 2400-JGOOD BOARD and room, close to shops

and car line; private entrance to room,
also to bath: gentleman employed pre
ferred; reasonable.
Inquire 821 East
Call 2049-Hazeldlne.
RESERVATIONS may now be had at St.
John'. Sanatorium (Episcopal j: rates,
$17.50 to $2s per week; Include, private
room with sleeping porch, connected to
bath and tullet; medical care, medicines,
general nursing; excellent meals, tray
service; no extras. All room, have .team
heat, hot and eold running water. Rev.
W. II. Zlegler, Superintendent.
Phone
491.

FOR SALE

Ranches

PROFESSIONAL
JOHN

IV.

CARDS

WILSON,
Attorney.
and 19, Cromwell
Thone 1103-J- .

17

15.

Building,

PI1VMK IANB A.Nl Kl KtiMINB.
UK. S. 1.. III RIGN,
Disease, of tue Slntnnrfau
Suite. 9. Bnrr.ett Building.
"A. S. O. CI.AIihE,
Eye, Kar, Nosu and Throat.
Barnett Building.
phone 831.

t

Office

to

a. m..

18

Uouri
and 2 to

S p. m.
DU.
Office Grant Uldg., Room 16. Phone
Residence 1123 East Central

IRGARKTWllilTHT,
Phone

'

ill.

571.

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Pruetieo Limited lo
GKNITO . lltlXARY DISEASES
AND DlSEASi:

WaSKe-rmu-

CUIziis

OF THE SKIN

a,uhor:ilory

Rank

In

Connection.

Uldg. Ihcino

888.

ZZSH ?ROPRCTORS7
II)

nnd

Chiropractor.
-- U Armljn
liullding.

FOR RENT Apartments
runt- Furnished apartment, thre.
Fur
rooms and
-

bath; no sick. 401 West
Lead.
FOR RENT Three housekeeping room.
with sleeping porch, close in. 419 West
Marquette.
FOR RENT New small, modern furnish
ed apartment.
Inquire apartment 7.
1215 West Roma.
FOR RENT Modern three-roofurbish
ed apartment with bath, close in. fall
05 North Second.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms, for
light housekeeping: adults; no slctc
724 South HecontL
FOR RENT
furnished apart
ment, hot and cold water, steam heat.
421
South Broadway.
FOR RENT Three-roofurnished upart- ment.
modern throughout.
strictly
500
South Walter,
Apply
furnished
FOR KENT Threo nicely
rooms for housekeeping; piano; close
216 West Iron.
in; no sick.
FOR RENT Two rooms with bath, fur
nished for light
housekeeping. 607
South First. Inquire Savoy Hotel.
FOR RENT Three rooms, furnished for
housekeeping, private bath, steam heat.
222 South Broadway.
Phone 1701-FOR RENT Housekeeping
apartment.
six months or longer, or will rent entire
1004 Forrester.
house.
modern apartFOR RENT Three-rooment, partly furnished, $27.50, w.itor
and light paid, inquire 1501 West Mar- bleJ

FUR SALE Twenty-acr- e
ranch, at Pa- - FOR RENT
half block
dlllas.
Inquire 1303 South Fourth.
LE
FOR-SA-

SAY SO

'LL

Two dandy small bungalows In
both new.
good neigh horhniM
Just off car lino. The price la
of
and
course,
right,
you fan buy
either one on Rood terms. Less
thnn four years" rent puys the
bill.
Real Estate.
J, L, Phillips,
110 S. Third.
Phono 354--

New

furnished

apA..meut.

from Central avenuj car
East Central, Woodlawn
alfalfa ranch Apartments, or phone
.
from city. Inquire 400 West
and glassed-lFOR RENT
line.

Forty-acr- e

four mile
uoio.
FOR SALE Fine Valley Ranch, close In.
at lesa than Improvement, cost; or
will trsd. for good residence In town.
Postoffice box 124 or phone 500.
FOR SALE Country home, stucco house.
even rooms, stssm heated, electric
light.; an ten-- . ere ranch; In alfalfa and
orchard. Ad. res. poitofflc. bos 177, or
phone 2407-RFOR SALE Nine-- . ore ranch, on main
ditch; new house and garage;
mile from school, one and one-ha- lf
Inmiles west Barelas bridge,
quire at Hunt'. Ranch.
FOR SALE Seven acres land, four acr,
In alfalfa, fruit trees; 300 feet east
frontage, on Beulevard, five blocks from
car line, $3,200; terms. J. M. Salter,
Old Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE Four-acr- e
ranch, two miles
from postoffice, on main ditch; double
chicken house., t 'Ota,
house, garage,
blooded chickens and turkey.; .1.0 furniture; terms. Phone 3416-JFOR SALE Ranch, five mile, north of
town, ten acre, under ditch, with
Improved house and good lighting
system; good water; on paved
Ill
street, $8,000, Hamsr Saddlery.
West Copper.
FOR SALE Fjghty-acr- e
ranch, forty
acres under cultivation with good rtono
house, with open well, plenty of good
water, $1,800 thirty-fiv- e
mile, from Al
buquerque; good roads. Hauser Saddlery.
Ill West Copper, Albuquerque, New
Mexico.

Call 1315

1575-M-

One-roo-

u

sleeping porch, furnished for housekeeping: gas rang?, Bteam heat; no sick;
no children. 510 West Tljcra..
FORRES'f Two rcoms and sleeping
porch, unfurnished: private entrance;
no small children.
208 North Walnut.
four large
FOR RENT Apartment:
rooms sleeping porch, nicely furnished
an-newly decorated.
Inquire 410 West
Lsad:
three roornsi
FOR RENT Furnished
private bath and sleeping porch: heat,
water and light furnished. Apply 100
West Central.
FUR RENT Apartments furnished complete for light housekeeping, Including
light., heat and gas. 215 North seventh.
Crane Apartments, phono 814.
FOR RENT Three large room, and
glassed sleeping porch, bath adjoining;
completely furnished for housekeeping,
gee and coal range. 610 West Coal.

DRESSMAKING
DRESSMAKING
by the day. $3. Phone
505, Imperlol Rooms
Miss Balchuch, OverDRESSMAKING
land Hotel. 301) "4 West Central
WANTED
Dressmaking, children's sewing specialty. Mrs. llaker, phone 1130-- J.

HEMSTITCHING, pleating. Williams' Millinery. 200 South Biuadwey. ph. 1073-PLEATING, accordion, side audi box;
mall orders. N. Crane, 518 Nort'o
Seventh; Crane Apartments, phone 311,

FOR SALE Best farm and .mall atoi-proposition In the Estancla valley, sit
, CARPENTERING
105 acres
uated along tha mountains;
MAN.
bXHUTl E ODD JOB
deeded, good well and windmill; also PETTI
rh.me 1071-A' . kind of work
Improvsmenta on additional 180 acris.
two
miles
Odd Jobs carpentering, paintWANTED
Priced right;
Investigate;
from (tor and postoffice. Addroo J.
ing nd roof repairing Phone 1466-W. Simmons, Hver, N. M,
IF YOU are thinking of building, phon
1929-J- :
plan, furnished free; all wor
guaranteed.

MaWreIrenoVating
Rug olesnlng. furniture repairing,
niture packing. Phon. 4T1. Ervin
ding Company.

furBed-

t

r

f

o
4

4

w
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Page Ten.

HARVARD VICTORY
HAS NOT DIMMED
TAD'S BRILLIANCY

ELKS MEMORIAL

Row Si's Crang es That Are Cheaper

here today.

1

(
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Impressive Ceremonies

LAST TIME TODAY

PEW CAR, CAUGHT

HT LODGE ROOM

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY
lApplequist

Me- -

Absent BrothA.
Samuel
ers;
Address.
Delivers
Hughes
-

I

Nabbed After 4

Ceil S Ul

Wl".v

riCCHUIII

Prison Warden Brings
Captured Convicts Here.

Hon.

If

yesse

A
wnri,nsixy
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Be3

A story of a land
and the game cf
A romance of gold and the wilder West, and
fighting men, and love.
where tJse vanquished gos3 down
life is played without rules.

With WALLACE REID in an even rugrredor
than he had in "The Valley of the Gianis."
CAST INCLUDES LOJS WILSON.
ADDED

mm mm u
"CBBBEBT EUI1TS"

Daily Except Sunday

regvlar

LOCAL ITEMS

Banjo

w

- likoilele
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ATTRACTIONS

Estancia Stage Line

"THE MflH OF STOKE"

,

jay

-

:

TEftfiLE

on

xjtv
in.
"3p
The Mall

G0rA5llfflL !
MAY

presents

jyvx

Charlie W'illinsham, who
Impressive services were held at
the state penitentiary
caped from one
the Ellis' home last night in memof the penitentiary
Fst July in
ory of tho twelvo members who died
automobiles, which ho abandoned,
w:tt caught a few days ago at Fort
during the year. Tho ceremony
last
was one of tho most beautiful ever
Worth, Tex., and arrived here
held by tho local lodgo and hunnight under the P.charge of State
Jaramillo. HePrison Warden
dreds of Elks, their families and
CRESCENT GROCERY
will be taken on. to Santa Fe Tuesfriends filled the new lodge room
WARD'S STORE
where the service was conducted.
''"willlnSliam was serving a term
ROBERT JONES
Thirteen little girls presented the.
HOMER H. WARD
Walter
South
in the date prison on a charge of
names of the twelve honored dead
Coal and
SIB Marble Avenue
B7
auto Ktealing'when he escaped. He
and strew flowers on the altar in
171-UPhone
Phones
had been a trusty for some tinn
memory of the departed ones. The
and had been assigned to work
girls who took part in the ceremony around the institution as a driver.
were Maxine Mandell, Jelcie HergWhen making his escape, ho was
rnan, cyrena jrerce, Jtinzauewi mwi,
seen by several of tho local police
Mary katherlno connell, Kathleen
l
before
ti
Weiilcr, Eleanor Matron, Barbara
officers, but ho left the cityreceived
I
KVt
"ST
notice of his escape was
Filer, Svbll McLandress, Cleveland
-.
ana $2.20.
1. 10. $1.0.Sheridan, Maxine Nordhaus, Car-rit- a
by the local department. couldn t PRICES
and Katherine
"I might have known I .
Lnuderbaugh
(Including Tax)
name
last
night
he
stated
the
Martin. After presenting
Scat Sale at Watson's Tuesday.
get away,"
December titli.
for the roll call and strewing the
when ho arrived at the police station. Ho was sent up from Chaves
altar with flowers, three of the girls
took their places at the three altars
county.
Harold Appleqttist, another
typifving faith, hope and charity.
Tho invocation by Chaplain Willconvict, was also with the
trip to
iam K. Walton followed the sacred
warden, who had made the Apple-qtiiroll
The
march by the orchestra.
Fort Madison, la., where
next
was
brothers
after
absent
having
had been caught
call of the
D
in
This was followed
in the service.
escaped from tho state prison
.8:30am 8
Leave Albuquerque
Ho w'.'is serving a sentence
1917.
by a tenor solo, "My Redeemer, My
Arrive Estancia . . .
Lord," by C.eorge OJeake. Responses
for burglaiy from this county wlien
Leave Estancia
were made by the lodge officers and
he
escaped.
KPMl'ND
.
nv .lOIIX LYNCH mid
Arrive Albuquerque
sacred selections were played by
the orchestra.
rtrnmn of the Desert Powerful, Spectacular
APPOINTMENT
URGES
delivered
A.
Hughes
Hon. Samuel
a short memorial address which
Also "FOX NEWS" Topics of the Day
OF A COMMITTEE TO
was followed by a soprano solo by
'
The benediction
Cra'co M. Stortz.
INVESTIGATE CHINA
ABUAKU
ALL
LLOYD
in,
HAROLD
was pronounced
by Chaplain
The
singWalton.
R.
Willlun
admission rnici.s
Washington, Dec. 4 (by the As- EstablldlS83
Tad Jones.
by Mrs.
ers were accompanied
of
sociated Press.) Appointment
D. W. Faw, and the Elks' orchestra
international committee
its
a
overcome
to
general
failure
tho
Yales
sixteen
played
of
pieces
to investigate the. Chinese situation
marches and sacred selections un- linx and defeat Harvard after tho and
mcmoa pi
lm.f anccessful season in vears was plvingfindthea practical
der the direction of John Morelli.
con
a sau blow to me sons oi um n.n sortium, wasChinese financial
ny iv.
tonay
urged
not
ha3
Crimson
the
But
victory
leader In thj
MoehiMuki.
W. H. KRAPF, VETERAN
hurt Jones' prestige or detracted Chhi(se diet.opposition
worked
Jones
wonders
DIES
the
ifrom
5
OF CIVIL WAR:
In an 1'fort to learn "what 1a
ronl Supply Co Phono 4 rnJ of
with the lale team '.his year, laa China?" lie said the . committer
Kni.uhts
4.
OF
No.
AGE
205 W. CENTRAL AVE.JI
THE
90
AT
Mineral Lodge
a
had made a winninpr team out ot 'should rlr.lv hmv to establish
o'clock 10- was
a
team
In
'.'ho
in
China
I'yil'ias, will meet ofat
material,
fair
stable
government
be
only
paso will
niiihi. The ranU
died at mid- voting many of the players being spirit of sympathy.
f.
William
t. the ranch
conferred on u ii.is of candidates
home second
Saturdav
night
men. itrain::t liar
Election of officers.
Mrs. Henrietta: vard's year
of his
I
VtS"
daughter,
2418-J2- .
CANON CITY COAL
perfectly developed
I'hone
Ada Philbrick
three miles south of machineveteran,
llailt
about,
y.
Tad's youngsters fell.
A daughter was born yostirda
Phones 4 or 5
was HO,
deceased
The
the
city.
V.
l.'oyd.
to Mr. and Mrs. Humor
of age.
years
street.
1113 South Fourth
l'ast Matrons of the Order of th"
1 1
5.
SSI. ami while tlll a amali
Jly
I
Eastern .Star at French's vliai
j
wan ins pa rem a 10 TAXPAYE
ZJ
child
inoveil
"E
V
o
iWi:
clock l;
Rings at Oreat
iHIJ Two Diamond
this afternoon at :i:3t
Mich., and later went to
Adrian,
to
take
and
if
once.
These
sold
late
at
ironing
the
of
Washing
j
Bargains
attend tlio funeral
8 'ive i" Torre Jlaute. Hid., wh-.- v
he
l.so el ithes rough drid
stones are perfect in cut and j
The regular nv ciin ;
fS'-5 was married in
H. Krapf.
Kh
Aninnto
Miss
I8i)
which was to have heen held at
TEM
iia isriggs. lie is liie laiue. in iwn
15G6-Itoers
the. homo' of Mrs. Cora
sons and one daughter, who has
this afternoon, has heen postponed
i in onstant attention
dur
ii
given
"m:t
2:; . nM ,,,,;:,t,K"r
until Tuesday at 3 o'clock.
years, his
ing his declining
Dr. Murray. Osteopath. P.
17. 1ST".
November'
died
s.
C.-Ohaving
eommunat loan
TODAY AT
Aply
There will he a special
lie took part in the gold ru.'ii to
WATCH
lention of Temple Louge No. ti, A.
in 1S50, maliinr: the trip
California
Masonic
SPECIAL
at
A.
tiinp
M.,
V. and
213 S.
nvei'lund. Ke became a nii int'er oi
Must Meet tin liigiil Kciitilrcincnts
iliis afternoon at 3 o'clo k for the
and was
ONLY. . .
the Masonic order in s
Time Service
Ic
funeral
of the c.ale taxpayers' of (lie Simla
Members
of
conducting
Peptirpnxo
master of l'.la nchard lodge of
Wllllaia
association are to hold a meeting Ucpa mucin.
Brother
for
tersburg, Mich., in 1871. 11" later at the Chamber of Conuni T e
K,'"l'fto
his
VAN PI
membership
transferred
building at 1U o'clock this morning.
Faetory wo.d. full truck load,
Temple Lodge No. 0 and was 0 Governor 11. .1. Ilugorrnan of
.V'ltoli
Sama Vc ll'y.
Inspector.
fi.ur dollar, llahn Coal Coiniiany.
mem! er of thi-- ; lodge at the lime of
ii esideni. of th" organiralioa,
J'lllMHI ffl.
hid death. Ho was also a veteran is in the city and will preside a',
Music
Store
and
Clinton
Conclave
Jewelry
stated
paw native ill" session.
of the eivil war and
No. 3. Knights Templar,
service at the battle of Corinth in
'hone 1)1
The repeat of the secretary. P.,
liny Your Winter Supplies and
this evening at 7:3u o'clock. ElecMi, rissippi.
!'. Aspliind, will b given and Govtake
advantage of great saving.
tion of officers.
e
Km- the vast twenty-fivyears ernor llasi'i'iriiin will deliver an
Army Overcoats,
E'i
Q
Norlli
First.
KiiOiji
g
nial;-i'.ill
New Me'ie",
'ho has lived
address. There will be a dismisReclaimed
Pinest rooms in the state-ste- am
O. I). WOOL
ML VIEW SCHOOL IS
.Ul'iirjuoi'tui" his home for sion as to wh"llH r the association
cold
nnd
hot
MAY ROBSON WILL BE
heat,
l',ven!y-onyears of 1iv.it lime, lie should be continued.
water all oulsid'j rooms.
shirts,
BROKEN INTO; BOARD
wa a member of the Methodist
HERE AT THE CRYSTAL
Reclaimed Ilussct
(51
Veekly rates, with or withchurch.
iseoii.il
REWARD
Kj
54
Shoes
out private bath.
OFFERS $100
6 DROWN WHEN AUTO
tn$10weou
IN "PAYS TO SMILE"!
I!e is survived l.v his danirhter.
O. D. Breeches,
Tran.sient rate $1.50 tingle;
PLUNGES INTO CANAL
two fiona rind sfvera! grandchil.iren.
New
?2.'io double.
P.ol.bers bioke into the Mountain
Pun or." I services will be held
Jl.iy Kol son will bo at tit" Crvs- O. 1). Breeches, lie
With hath $2.50 single anu
View school house Saturday night,
a.t L':P.n
T.
C.
Prench's
chapel
from
i
(
4.
bouse
lal
Six poi'sotis
Dee.
Toledo
opera
Thursday,
double S3.00.
claimed, ,,1.75
and, while nothing of great value
I'.ev. Neil
,v.
-- two
i;i a brand new sparkling n'l'ioclc th 13 afternoon.
iv o women and two
mod
New
Army Wool Underwear
was taken, the school rooms were ber
com'. ct the services
will
.Vina
Wilcox
ibii'K
wriilea
were
todav
The
when
drowned
romeily,
by
condition.
left in a disorderly
ad I'x- - thousands of at the chapel ."lid the local iouo lhe automobile in which th.y were
.were broken inlo Cniiiam and
c,.ei.-suit
per
Satii'rilav livening of Masons will have char?" at th" driving toward loiedo w ilt over a
tin
i.noko 'nn.l napers scattered people
Six Buckie, New
wan I'n.-l- . ontitlcil It 1'a's To Smile."
grave. lJurial will I.e in l'alrview high embankment on '.he river
ii bout
Cloth Overshoes
the rooms. An effort into
There is so niueli v igiit. in a iHioicry.
road, near here, ard dropped H'lo
New Army
made bv the vandals to break was. title
and w hat could b? more althe krio canal. The victims were
nn.1 the door
.u in. ..'..
Shoes
ihan Tt Pars to Smile'.'"
found by a farmer.
SHOOT 1,353
almost 'broken down from cutting tractive
New O. 1)
PL
SALESLADIES
costs so lit lie and yet it TWO MEN
Blankets . .
J
its worLh can always
rewanl'of ?1n has been
BOWLING CONTEST 1 53 Taxi & Saggage 15S
m"'"
,v,o arlinol board lor me nr- ,i i,
ni.iu n.ii.
Prompt Attention to Mull
preferred
Spanish speaking
Pfi P.obson is noted for her
Orders.
!! The AuMinnteil fro.)
rest and conviction of the guilty! wonderful
We
deliver
size
,
any
any
seems
smile
that!
4.
J.
Dec.
and.it
Apply
Des Moines. Ia.,
psrty or parties.
this piny" must bave'beeu written' Danck
where.
Transfer
ot
Co.,
Hradek
Chicago
Henry
and J.
with her in mind.
shot a score of 1,353 here this af- Phone 939.
DEATHS AND FUNERALS
Augustus Pitnu Inc., under whose ternoon In the doubles which puts
Co.
hnnner Miss P.obson has been for them In first place in tho mid-we100
himNorth
First.
services
to
has
several
reasons,
and
Puneral
proven
tournament
i,fTTP.B31T.i
bowling
117 North First.
self and the whole country that the which also
broke the world's tourfor Mrs. Marguerlta A. Lultrei:
will be held this morning at 10 best of everything Is the cheapest nament record.
Film School of
The Foto-Pla- y
o'clo'k at String Brothers' chapel, in the end, for like all trademarks,of Tho old record was 1.346, made
P.ev Charles Mclvean officiating. when you gain tho confidence
Motion Picture Expression will
in 1917 at the A. B. C, by O.
cemevonr patrons ypu have won the
of
Peoria,
Holzschuh
Tamarisk
W.
Burial will bo at Falrview
at
Inn, Wednesopen
and
fight.
7th.
III.
tery.
day evening. December
S
have
Inc.
Pitou
It-Augustus
Phono 24 OS 4 for enrollment
guarded their name and to
KUAPP Puneral services for
Phone
Nuts.
Pinon
Shelled
We will give it away to our customers the day beWilliam H. lviapf.. who died Satur- know that a production is being
ot his piloted h them is to feel sure of 802.
Fannie S. Spitz, 323
day night af the home
fore Christmas. You may have your choice of
measure
of
full
41onrictta
clean, North Tenth.
Jlalley. getting your
daughter. Mm
either Black Diamond Gallup, Swastika, Sugarite,
this afternoon tit pure, unadulterated comedy.
will be held
The seat sale opens Tuesday, DePrenrh chapel at 2:30 o'clock.
Brilliant or Commercial Lump the best coals sold
at
store
officiate
cember 6. at Matson's book
P.ev. Neil Ferguson will
Windows
Our
Save your numbered Delivery
in Albuquerque.
wH
!)
m.
a.
Jtasoni
at
the chapel and the
MONEY
SAVE
and See Our Window at 115 South Second
Tickets
have charge at" the grave., Burial
WATCH
WISEMAN'S
shop
In Bulk Best on tho Market.
will be at Falrview cemetery.
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
Street for further information.
215 South Second St.
WHITE LIME CO
SUPERIOR
62.
GP.IF.GO-Lticari- ta
Griego,
DOINGS
Warehouse
died yesterday morning at her resCoal Supply & Luniher Co.
Phone 35
idence at Kl Cedno, N. M after A
Phones 4 nnd 5.
twenty-thre- e
Over
Gallup Lump Coal, $11.50
memberships
l
her
short Illness.- She survived by
in the Chamber of Commerce were
were
All
ons.
Co.
husband and three
secured on the Heights.
with her whn the end came. The
The city fire department recently
unCrollott's
to
was
takou
WOOD
and
COAL
body
and
tested out the fire
25
dertaking parlors, pending funeral found them in first hydrants
Phono 388-000 N. First
class working
arrangement!;,
condition.
and Night Service
Day
Prompt
who purchased
Alderet, lotsSeveral ofthethose
ALDEKKTE Jesus
17
summer and erected
during
TUESDAY, DEC. 6, AT 1219 NORTH FIRST ST.
78, died last night at his residence garages
in the rear to be occupied
and Closed Core.
at Peralta. N. M. He. is survivod
Sale Starts Promptly at 2 P. M.
Open
I
as
a
Received
have
a
Have
Just
begun
home,
temporarily
by one son. Mr. Alderete was a the
of permanent
construction
HEAD
13
OF GOOD JERSEY MILCH COWS
of Peralta.
of
pronnerous mercliant
Large Consignment
Aldcrete-ltomercompany homes on tho front building line.
of th
cows
are all good and have been tested.
These
last
left
night
Crollott
store. Fred
O.
C. II. CONNER, M.
are fresh now and some will be fresh soon.
Some
to prepare tho body for burin.'.
Osteopathic; Specialist.
Funeral arrangements will bo
2033-W- .
You will be given a full description of each cow
Jewelry
Stern UldK. Tel. 701-later.
at the corral when she is offered for sale just how
Just out of the nigh rent district.
shop
rrrf ici.kcthic811 shoe
Fifteen Cents the Pound
Opposite Postoffice.
Rnull) Second,
CANON CITY COAL
fhnne 067-long she has been fresh or when she will be fresh,
122 S. Fourth,
t ree ("nil and Delivery.
Phono 803.J.
and how. much milk she gives. These cows will be
Phones 4 or 5
es-

-J

I

Crystal Opera Mouse
Thursday, Dec. 8.
WHO ESCAPEO IN (Curtain at 8:15 i. in. Sharp)

morialize

We have been carrying a brand of table syrup that
is a blend of pure cane and maple syrups. Small
cans only left. They sold for 38c.
WE CLOSE THEM OUT AT 25c
Because to restock now, would have to ship a long
distance at less than carload rates.

!

lILLUGil,

HELD

E

SE

California and Arizona navels, beside? that we had
such a wonderful run on at 60c a dozen, are now.
4Sc. Next size larger now 60c, and still larger at;
C8c and 83c.
A shipment of fresh Florida grapefruit should be

5, 1921.

December
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Ron-well- .
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ELMS HOTEL
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Two-piec-

I

.$3.25
$4.50

WANTED
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Liberty Army
Supply

i

Kahn's Store

WITH AN

$3.50
$3.50
$2.50
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'The Son of Wallingford'

Announcement

Sar-tori-

Z".il-ous-

T

Fresh Lump Lime

'

Johnson Coal

Cent Taxi

AUCTION SALE

Phone

SI

R

CAST

Written and directed by

Lillian and George Randolph Chester
The story is considered the greatest achievement
of the authors. About twenty years were spent in
preparing for this narrative. Soon after the first
Wallingford story appeared in print
Mr. Chester began to plan this grsat masterpiece
which would surmount all the others. The same
care was exercised in making the film and the result is one of the greatest pictures ever produced.

Many Spectacular Scenes
A pageant in which
a menagerie, 8,000
players, two tons of
confetti and 10,000
toy baloons are used
makes one of the big
scenes. This is in de-

mgcm,M
f

?

1

I

cided contrast to the
lake of burning oil
which forms the big
thrill of the picture.
ADDED ATTRACTION

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY

-

ALL-STA-

5

Harrow

NOTE: ADVANCE
25c
Adults
Night (6 to 11) Adults. .35c
Matinee

IN PRICES
Children

10c

Children

.ISc

o

I. I.

FOGG,

The Jeweler

ft

J,

VFAV MEXICO'S FINEST CAN- EATS. KWKF.TS,
STOKE.

m'

DANCING.
211.

COLLEGE

INN.

PHONE

IlHIVd VOI R WATCH
nd Jewelry work In (luring the
flock
Chrlntmai ruh. I will take caru of It.
I1RAHI 1KI.1.
I'hone 91T-- J.
117 South Unit.

Robert Macpherson,

Let Us Send a Man!

window I
glass. AlhiKiucrqnp Lumber Co..
Phone 421.
423 North First I
To replace Hint broken

Southwestern Poultry
914-Phono

OI ALITY

Co.

J

SERVICE

FOR SALE OR RENT.
houses,
Six brand new
corner Ninth and Coal. Will
sell one or ail on reasonnblo
terms. See F. II. Strone or L.
C. Bennett.
PHONES 75 or 115.

3 7

1

FOR SALE BY OWNER
These homes are all Las JPegas
Press Brick and built by owner.

RUGS

Moccasins, Baskets,
Jewelry. Coins, Laoes.

WRirHT'?Tnullns
VVI1VJX11 J1iinn

Po1"'
Bulldinfi

Opposite

Postoffice.

MEDICATED AM) SlLPHL'Il
BATHS
Graduate nurse and masseuse
n attendance
Shampooing and
scalp treatments a specialty
Za
lor appointment.
MUS. TEH It Y .lAQl'A, Prop,
HON
'hone 085-'j W. Central

1114 West Central Ave.

Call

CURIOS
MAVAJ0

DRESSED POULTRY
and EGGS

GUYS TRANSFER

STAGE
Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.
Leaves Albuqueraue. . 7:45
Arrives In Kanta Fe... 10:45
4:00
Leaves Santa Fe
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:10

Phone

Gold.

am
am
pm
pm

600

Clirnr

West Central

Ninth

and

on North
modern
Maple, half block from Central,

TAXI
SINGER
Store.
Office Sinner
210

modern,

one block from

Cen- -

tral.
modern,
from Central.

two

sold to the highest bidder regardless of what they
are worth. They must be all sold by Tuesday night.
This ia an opportunity to reduce your monthly milk
bill and have more milk at the same time. Don't
let this opportunity go by. Be on hand promptly.
J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

blocks

Can Mako Good Terms,
It you are intending to buy
investigate those, first.
821 West Silver. Phono 1949--

Canon

City Coal

GALLUP EGG
GALLUP LUMP,
Wood Kindling and Factory Wood

and economy by usinvr
Combine satisfaction
Cerrillos Egg, burns longer, produces more heat.
'

HAHB GOAL C0I1PAH?

Christmas Trees

(LABELED)

ASSORTED LOT
CAN BE HAD AT

Look for the label it Is your protection. The only Colorado
coal brousht into Albuquerque. A little higher in price, but
absolutely the cheapest coal on the market ns It lasts longer
and gives more heat. Always in stock. Unloading a car today.

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
,

Let Our

4

PHONES

5

Trucks Bring Comfort to Yonr Home.

GOV'S TRAHSFER
Phone 371

Second and Lead

